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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation reports the findings of the assessment of the impact of marketing 

mix strategies on patient satisfaction in public hospitals in Tanzania. In particular, 

the dissertation broadly reports on three objectives, namely the effect of health 

distribution strategy on patients‟ satisfaction at care and treatment clinic; the effects 

of the process strategy on patients‟ satisfaction at care and treatment clinic; and 

lastly, the effect of personnel strategy on patients‟ satisfaction at care and treatment 

clinic in the area of the study. A case study design was employed to generate using 

questionnaire owing from the fact that there is an increase of population in Dodoma 

Region and the hospital is the most affected in the number of patients. A sample size 

of 356 individuals was obtained through non-probability and probability sampling 

techniques. Data were analyzed through SPSS, version. The study revealed that 

health distribution strategy has no significant influence on patients‟ satisfaction. 

Further, the process strategies were revealed to have effects on patients‟ satisfaction 

while the personnel behaviors and practices influence customers‟ satisfaction and 

people‟s tendency to visit health units for services. Following these findings, the 

study recommends the government to strengthen the health personnel‟s‟ 

communication skills thorough in-service training and communication skills courses 

for health personnel in the health training institutes. Further, the government, 

through the Ministry of Health should strengthen supervision practices in the health 

institutions to regulate the communication and practices of the health personnel in 

their areas. Health facility management need to focus on how they can reduce 

patient waiting time at the facilities, meaning that the time spent by a patient until 

being attended need to be looked on by ensuring that provision of services starts 

early and there should be enough medical personnel to provide services. Also every 

facility need to have customer feedback mechanisms so that the management can 

know what are the needs of their customers, which areas need to be improved in the 

process of providing health services. Lastly but not least there should be improved 

confidentiality and privacy in the whole process of service delivery, every service 

delivery points should be designed in a such a way that customers feel comfortable 

to talk freely with health personnel and give out all his/her concerns so that 

comprehensive treatment can be provided. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview  

This initial chapter gives the introduction of this dissertation drawing attention to the 

study problem and the objective it seeks to address. It presents the background, and 

the problem that the study sought to address. It proceeds into stating the research 

objectives and the questions that this research sought to answer. It is then extended 

into the significance and the scope that this study covers.  

This first chapter is meant to acquaint with the study drawing attention to the study 

problem and its general nature. The chapter consists of several sub-sections, namely 

section 1.2 which presents the background of the study, section 1.3 which presents 

the statement of the problem of the research, section 1.4 presents the research 

objectives, section 1.5 presents the research questions, and section 1.6 which 

describes the importance of the study. 

1.2 Background of the Problem   

All organizations in the world are set with some goals to achieve but the most 

notable ones being increasing production. While the aforesaid assertion remains 

true, customers‟ satisfaction has been in the upfront towards increasing production 

(Gajjar, 2013). Managers put into consideration the question of customers‟ 

satisfaction because organizations always aspire to get positive responses to the 

services offered by an organization (Gajjar, 2013). It has been observed that 

customers‟ satisfaction is influenced by the reliability of the services, price, 

empathy, and responsiveness. All these depend on the customers‟ ability to rate 

services. Solomon (2008) emphasize that these are key elements for the long run 

survival of the organization. Organizations have always been putting these into the 

target to expand their services. These become more important in health services 

provision because satisfaction is measured both by the processes to realize the goals 

set by an organization. In so doing, health practitioners are required to offer services 

while observing both verbal and non-verbal practices which must be embedded by 

the quality of physical services they offer. Hospitals have been, therefore, driven by 

this need to satisfy customers; thus, they have changed the way to market health 

services to affect customers‟ expectations.  
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One of the major means that have been emphasized to reach customers‟ satisfaction 

is the marketing mix strategy which facilitate marketing resource allocation. The 

principal goal of a marketing mix strategy is the distribution and organization of 

resources related to marketing. The marketing resources are allocated to the set of 

activities in the market of the specific products to fulfill organization objectives 

(Solomon, 2008). The marking mix strategy is believed to be important survival 

factors of the organization. It is directly related to the long run survival in the market 

at the top rank in the competitive environment (Mokhtar, M.Z & Wan-Ismail, W.S, 

2012). This is connected to the fact that hospitals are increasingly associated with 

the challenges, such as increasing competition and direct rising costs which threaten 

the ability of a patient to be satisfied with health services (Brito, L.A, & Santos J.B, 

2012). The ability to market hospital services needs strong efforts of healthcare 

service providers on the basis of the dynamic approach. This is related to the effort 

of analyzing the market environment to win the customers desire through planned 

marketing effort (Omachonu & Einspruch, 2010)  

The planned market effort is related to the ability to search on the requirement and 

then communicate to patients‟ expectation. The patients are aligned with facilities 

demand which is presently available as a result of marketing mix strategies 

(Solomon, Marshall, Stuart, 2008). Research emphasized that the need to satisfy 

patients is vital since satisfied patients tend to follow what they have been told by 

their physicians than unsatisfied patients. Further, there is a high possibility for the 

satisfied patients to direct other patients on the services provided. In reality, happy 

patients are with fewer complaints than unsatisfied patients. The satisfaction 

experience of patient is perceived to influence expectation and perceived 

performance (Sahoo, et al, 2016). Once patients perceive the services to be 

inconsistent with expectation, they are said to be dissatisfied (Zarei et al, 2015).  

Thus, hospitals must know exactly customer expectations and plan to fulfill them 

accordingly. This is connected to the ability to provide quality services of great value to 

the patients (Brito, L.A, & Santos J.B, 2012). While the need to satisfy customers of the 

health services and elsewhere is emphasized, complaints in the health services in 

Tanzania are common (Khamis, 2014)   
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This might have an adverse impact on the health of people stemming from the behavior 

to seek health services and reaction to the instructions given by health service providers. 

To do away with the complaints against health services, the Ministry of Health in 

Tanzania has made some improvements in the sector to achieve customer satisfaction. 

(Jande et al, 2013) There are apparent improvements in the infrastructure by 

renovating and building new structures. The research by Twaweza (2013) revealed 

that there were 238 health facilities in the process of being renovated to increase the 

capacity of the facilities.  

The currently known research on customer satisfaction in hospitals Ebitu (2014) 

emphasize that, for hospitals to achieve patient satisfaction, marketing mix strategies 

in terms of 7 Ps of marketing mix strategy, namely People, Promotion, Price, 

Process, Product, Place, and Physical evidence which are all significant for the 

prosperity of business. This needs improvement in comparison to the traditional 

perspective of marketing mix strategies which is focused on the branding and 

improvement of pricing, packaging and promotion (Ebitu, 2014). Therefore, for 

hospitals needs to focus on marketing mix strategies which could relate to customer 

satisfaction (Kruger, 2016). 

1.3 Statement of the Problem 

Marketing mix is the most currently recommended strategy, unfortunately not 

accepted and operationalized by most public hospitals in most less developed 

countries. The strategies for hospital care, as an essential need, are weak in the 

healthcare system, inadequate service provisions and the nature of the services and 

patients‟ needs may cause dissatisfaction and poor relations with patients (Babakus 

& Mangold, 2013) 

The quality of medical performance is incomplete in the absence of the excellence of 

the managerial performance that is achieved via marketing mix strategies. Patient 

satisfaction with the overall services can have a tremendous impact on the future 

health of the communities. For this reason, it becomes imperative for health service 

providers to consider market mix strategies that are related to influence patient 

satisfaction (Karinga, 2010). Several researchers, however, argued that the 

traditional 4Ps (price, product, place, and promotion) of the marketing mix model 
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are insufficient in the modern world and call for a more innovative strategies 

(Lovelock, 2001). 

In Tanzania, particularly in public hospitals there is a problem with patient 

satisfaction as there are still complaints from patients who are not satisfied by the 

health services (Khamis, 2014). While the complaints on the service provision 

among people in Tanzania continued, there was a general lack of quantitative 

research to explain the reasons for the increase of the complains in the place where 

there are apparent government efforts to improve health service provisions. In 

particular, there was scant information on the effect of the mix marketing strategy, 

namely the health distribution strategy, process strategy and personnel strategy on 

patient satisfaction. In this regard public hospitals need to adopt a more innovative 

marketing strategy. This study is first to look at the effects of marketing mix 

strategies towards satisfactions of patients in the context of the public hospitals in 

Dodoma Region of Tanzania.  

1.4 Research Objectives  

1.4.1 General Objective  

To analyze the impact of marketing mix strategies on patient satisfaction in public 

hospitals in Tanzania.  

1.4.2 Specific objectives 

Specifically study aimed to   

1. Determine the effect of health distribution strategy on patients‟ satisfaction at 

care and treatment clinic in Dodoma Regional Hospital.  

2. Determine the effect of process strategy on patients‟ satisfaction at care and 

treatment clinic in Dodoma Regional Hospital.  

3. Assess the effect of personnel strategy on patients‟ satisfaction at care and 

treatment clinic in Dodoma Regional Hospital.  

1.5 Research Hypothesis   

H1: Health distribution strategy affects the patients‟ satisfaction at care and 

treatment clinic in Dodoma Regional Hospital?  
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H2: The process strategy affects the patients‟ satisfaction at care and treatment 

clinic in Dodoma Regional Hospital?  

H3: Personnel strategy affects the patients‟ satisfaction at care and treatment 

clinic in Dodoma Regional Hospital?  

1.6 Significance of the Study   

The results of this study are useful understanding of the effect of health distribution 

strategy on patients‟ satisfaction, health distribution strategy required to satisfy 

patients in most of the public hospitals. Knowledge is one of the basic aspects to add 

more value in the rendering of health services to the satisfaction of health service 

clients. These findings would facilitate decision-makers on the process which are 

relevant to promote patient satisfaction. The decision-makers having understanding 

the process are said to be in a good position to make decisions that would promote 

patient satisfaction. There is a concern about information on the distribution, process 

and personnel strategy and the way it relates to satisfaction of patients.  

The study is helpful in that it lays some strategies that would affect the patients‟ 

satisfaction which would add to the improving delivery of health. Further, the results 

of the study would help the government to formulate policies on the health services 

that would affect the element of health distribution, process and personnel strategy 

for patient‟s satisfaction.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Overview    

This second chapter describes the literature reviewed to get some experience on the 

effect of marketing mix strategies on the satisfaction of patients from 

reviews/studies. It starts with the delineation of key terms in section 2.2 before the 

conceptual framework of the study is presented in section 2.3. The chapter then 

moves to the empirical literature on section 2.4 while the research gap is presented 

in section 2.5 and finally the conceptual framework in section 2.6. 

2.2 Definition of Key Terms 

2.2.1 Marketing Mix 

Marketing mix combined 4Ps or 7Ps which included, People, Price, Promotion, 

Process, Product, Place, and Physical evidence. The marketing mix is a relevant 

marketing variable that is grouped to affect the target market. It is combined with 

various marketing tools used to undertake and fulfill marketing objectives in the 

relevant target market (Palmer A. , 2012) Marketing tools under the marketing mix 

are combined to affect patient satisfaction, such as process, personnel and 

distribution strategies. Because of that, Kotler (2012) defined marketing mix as the 

strategy of the 4 Ps which is a foundation for businesses.  It is a set of marketing 

instruments that a firm applies to track its marketing goals in the intended market. It 

considers four wide levels of marketing choices known as the price, product, place, 

and promotion.  

(Isoraite, 2016), views marketing mix as a way the product, promotion, distribution, 

and pricing methods which generate and perform relations and attain the intended 

markets. Marketing mix – is consistent practices and explanations to realize the 

requirements of a consumer and to realize the marketing goals of a company. It 

contains a set of pertinent factors and solutions that enable client to realize the 

(national) requirements and meet the aims put forth by the business. Singh (2016) 

views marketing as a complicated range of marketing mix aspects used by an entity 

that seeks to sell their services and goods. Marketing mix is not a technical theory; 

nonetheless, it is simply a theoretical framework that classifies the chief decision-

making managers develop in arranging their offerings to meet the needs of 
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consumers. The tools are used to create both long and short strategic plan programs. 

Marketing mix is a manageable area of marketing tools that has a bearing on the 

requirements and augments it. By the multiple, mix, or  amalgamation, it is intended 

that the Ps (Promotion, Price, Place, Product) must contain a reputable and 

organized systematic approach to effectively impact on encouragement of the 

clients. Put it in another way, the correct product at manageable cost is compounded 

by good allocation and use of the right techniques of communication and they act 

together in the views of costumers. After recognizing the market and congregation 

the necessary communication about it, what follows is the direction of market 

design, is to decide upon the means and the approaches to meet customers‟ 

requirements and the obstacles of the contestants. It provides an optimum mixture of 

all marketing elements so that business entities can meet the established goals, for 

instance, return on investment, sales volume, profit, market share, etc. The 

marketing mix is categorized under four ingredients, i.e. Price, Product, and 

Promotion, and Place. 

2.2.2 Patient Satisfaction 

Satisfaction is one of the important excellence scopes and key pointers of 

accomplishment in the health care. Various scholars have defined patient 

satisfaction. According to (Morris, Jahangir, & Sethi, 2013), the satisfaction of 

patients is the perceptions of the benefits which patients expect to obtain from the 

care towards the accomplishment of planned expectation. From this definition 

expectation contributes more in patient satisfaction because of quality assurance. 

(Afolabi et tal., 2012), defined satisfaction as an emotional reaction. It is viewed as a 

complex construct in the professed service, the quality which is provided by the 

health service providers and how nicely it is provided to affect the emotional 

response of the patient generate the required response in terms of the services 

provided. Gratification is believed to be an attitude response to value decisions that 

patients do regarding the services encounter. The degree of the patients‟ satisfaction 

is the source of response in terms of attitudinal response as a result of consumed 

services, the way services are delivered and handled tend to affect patient 

satisfaction (Surur, et tal, 2015) 
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Satisfaction, on the other hand, is viewed as a worldwide response of the consumers 

in which customers reflect on their degree of satisfaction. Satisfaction stems from 

service delivery expectations that rely on past experiences developed by conceptual 

cues. Even though the perceived service quality may be updated at each concerned 

transaction or service, it tends to stay longer than satisfaction, which is known as 

being transitory and just mirrors a specific service experience (Vinagre & Neves, 

2008). 

The satisfaction of patients is very important because is connected to the patients‟ 

wellbeing and ability to link the impacts through understanding the care needed by 

the patient. The patient wellbeing is directly based on the perceived health reputation 

and fitness based on the impact of the health system (Lee et al., 2015). 

2.2.3 Patients’ Experiences 

The experience of patients is the choice of connections that patients experience with 

the healthcare system, such as the care provided by the health arrangements and 

from medical doctors. It is a care measure for patient satisfaction (Kerie et al, 2015). 

So, the patient‟s experience is the sum of interaction which a patient encounters with 

the health care workers in the provided health care services. Patients‟ experience is 

related to the provision of services regularly to generate positive expectation in the 

use of services provided in a health center. The patients whose expectation had not 

been met tend to shift from one hospital to every other or from one health facility to 

another due to dissatisfaction. 

2.2.4 Health Distribution 

The health distribution is the provision of health services which are rationally 

measured in terms of the availability of the facilities and its accessibility dimension 

to patients. It must be easy to access at lower price rate (Law et al., 2011) Health 

distribution increases the ease of access of health services to the various categories 

of people in the society, such as children and poor people. It aims to eliminate the 

barrier to health services accessibility.  

The distribution of health services is affected by various factors which are ranged to 

patients, government and health care staffs. The distribution strategy must be 
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formulated in such a way that must relate to the action and related gain in health 

services (Kagashe & Rwebangila, 2011). The health distribution strategy must 

encompass five measurements, namely 1) accommodation; 2) approachability; 3) 

affordability 4) acceptability; availability; and 5) appropriateness. The five outcome 

dimensions of abilities include: 1) ability to pay; 2) ability to have interaction; 3) 

aptitude to perceive; 4) aptitude to reach; and 5) aptitude to seek (Levesque et al., 

2013). 

2.2.5 Process Strategy 

Process strategy is directly based on the time a patient waits for consultation and 

shelling out impacts use of the healthcare services. Patients see long queuing 

instances as a limit to acquiring services. The extent to which fitness buyers are 

provided with care is powerfully associated with the preparedness of patients to 

receive that care. The effective process strategy is the major source of high quality 

of services provided through hospitals (Oche, & Adamu, 2013) .The process strategy 

is quietly different from hospital to hospital, sometimes others are associated with 

long waiting times, but the provision of services is well organized to extend patient 

flow; it is required to ensure health services provision to the basis of patient 

satisfaction (Alamo et al, 2013). 

The process strategy, which generates longer waiting time, decreases patients‟ 

satisfaction. This is mostly experienced at the public hospitals in which services are 

not well accommodated to satisfy the patients (Assefa et al, 2011). The availability 

of a crucial process keeps being a problem in many public health facilities in 

Tanzania. The process strategy is the source of an insufficient budget provided to the 

central government (Sikika, 2011). 

2.2.6 Components of Patients’ Satisfaction 

There exist different ingredients of gratification by patients. These are associated 

with convenience, accessibility, courtesy and quality of care. Reading through these 

elements, it is clear that patients are pleased once the services are provided are 

accessible without any limitation of religion, political belief, monetary or social 

condition. The accessibility is associated with the capability of health care providers 

to offer a service in such a way that it is affordable. This must be related to the time 
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and interval patient required to wait for the services and its necessary facilities 

(Twaweza, 2013). 

Convenience is related to the patients‟ ability to access improved health care in a 

manner that is satisfactory and easy to access. The provision is to be able to satisfy 

the patients and not the health care providers. It is contingent on the aptitude to draw 

near the health services to the patient. The ability to access health care workers in a 

manner that is enough time to wait, the comfort of meeting the necessary 

anticipation and capable services (Vadhana, 2012). Regarding convenience, a 

majority of patients had high joy explained by using clinical providers, amount and 

availability of medicine. The convenience is related to the capacity to access the 

required services promptly, at the point the health care providers becomes ready to 

provide service to the patient in the required request. The provision and delivery of 

services to the clients in the manner that touches the heart of the patient is what 

provides a delight among patients.  

Language is also seen as among the components of health services satisfaction in 

which the health provider is required to talk to the health client in a polite language. 

The patients on the other side are comfortable with the service providers and the 

way service providers pay attention to provide services. This is associated with the 

conduct and altitude of the health care providers to affect the patient expectation.  

Patients also require to be treated with courtesy. When treated with courtesy, the 

patients feel proud of the friendliness, special treatment and pharmacy unit staffs, 

willingness of doctors, privacy provided by physicians and nurses during health tests 

and the following treatment. Low pleasure used to be simply from the overview of 

nurses and medical doctors and authorization of medical nurses and doctors before 

health tests. Some of studies have referred the lack of friendliness, recognize and 

attentiveness of fitness provider to patient may make contributions to non-adherence 

of medicine which can lead to high morbidity and excessive health care cost 

(Rolnick, 2013). 

The quality of care is another component of patients‟ satisfaction in a manner that 

affects the patients. The ability to decide on the services received, ability to judge on 
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the services provided and the service providers are significant elements of quality 

care. The awareness of the patients‟ concerning the services provided is related to 

the ability to judge based on the expectation. The patient is able to judge on the 

value and willingness according to what is expected to gain from such a service ( 

Jande et al., 2013). Hospitals must be well effective to organize the provision of 

health care services to patients. The services provision must base on the patient 

expectation, which increased the ability of patients even to recommend to other 

patients. The treatment and other health services must be clear to the side of patients, 

which is effectively based on the accessibility to medication and doctors at relatively 

low time below the patient expectation (Serafim et al., 2010). 

2.3 Theoretical Literature Review  

2.3.1 SERVQUAL 

This exemplary was firstly developed by Parasuraman and Berry in 1985; it was 

focused on customer perceived service quality in actual experience. It was intended 

to measure 10 issues that define the quality of services, such as competence, 

security, credibility, access, courtesy, and communication. Knowledge about the 

customer contributes to reliability, proper presentations of tangibles, and 

responsiveness.  

It was perceived to be more complex, statistically unreliable, and subjective later on 

underwent modification in 1990, which was named to be RATER. RATER stands 

for receptiveness (readiness to help customers and give speedy services), assurance 

based on the acquaintance and good manners of health care officers, the ability to 

gain trust and confidence), tangibles related to the (equipment, physical facilities, 

and personnel appearance), empathy (providing individual concentration to 

customers) and reliability (ability to perform the expected service accurately and 

consistently). The model becomes well simplified and provide a reliable picture 

which could be easily measured and well worked upon to provide views on 

customers experience and expectation on the services provided (Chahal, 2010).  

The patient satisfaction in this sense is arguably presented to relate to several 

elements of satisfaction as presented by this model. It was important to consider 

responsiveness, which is the willingness of health care provider to help the patients. 
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This is related to faster provision of services, use short time and accurate to the side 

of customers, it is related to the waiting time which is reduced and easy to see 

doctors for consultation. The responsiveness is related to the application of 

marketing mix strategies to communicate to patients, in terms of increasing the sense 

of satisfaction which is connected to the excellence of services to patient (Zarei et al, 

2015) 

Another component worth mentioning in issues of customer satisfaction is 

assurance. In this, the health services are provided to the knowledge of health care 

workers to provide adequate satisfaction to the patients. The knowledge and well 

understanding of health care provider is very important to supply necessary health 

services. This is important to provide the services which are related to the 

experience of health care provider, knowledge increases its ability to offer services. 

The courtesy, the ability to gain trust and confidence must be considered in the 

provision of health services to affect customers‟ satisfaction (Chahal, 2010) 

Tangibles, the services must be provided to patients to induce their satisfaction. 

There should be a physical form of the personnel and facilities to the provided 

services to impact on customer satisfaction. The patients should be helped in the 

dimension of physical appearance of facilities, personnel and medicines. These are 

so effective to induce adequate satisfaction. This model, however, could not provide 

adequate variation between the perceived services and anticipations of the patients. 

This called for the use of Disconformity Theory which advocated such difference in 

expectation or desire.  

The 7Ps of Marketing Mix Strategy 

Kotler (2012) outlined the 7Ps of marketing which out to be used repeatedly to 

assess the development of a business entity. The Ps are price, physical evidence, 

product, promotion, process, place, and people. As products, service providers, 

clients and needs vary rapidly, one ought to continuously observe these seven Ps 

ensure that the business is on track and achieves the extreme results conceivable for 

the present marketplace. 
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Product 

Business actors are asked to create the tendency of frequently observe their products 

just like an invited consultant in marketing would do when invited in to help to 

decide whether a company is making good progress in the business at the time. A 

company owner needs to ask critical questions that seek to understand if the current 

mix of the services, product or service, and products are appropriate and are suitable 

for the market and the clients (Kotler, 2012) 

Every time one faces hardship in selling as many products or services are obtainable, 

one needs to develop a habit of measuring the business honestly by asking questions 

which seek to understand if the correct services of products for our customers are 

provided. 

If there are any service or product which an organization is offering today that, it is 

important to know what service employees know, what they would not bring out 

again today. There is a need to compare the products to your competitors to know if 

the service or product manager in some important ways than anything which is 

obtainable. The company needs to know what to create as an area of advantage and 

what should not be provided in the service or product at all in the present market 

(Kotler, 2012) 

Prices 

Another P in the formula is price. An organization needs to create the tendency of 

progressively evaluate and re-examine the prices of the services and products they 

sell to create sure they are still conducive to the realisms of the present market. In 

some cases, an organization needs to minimize prices. At different times, it may be 

conducive to increase your prices. A majority of entities have the advantage of 

developing profits from certain services or products and, therefore, this doesn‟t 

validate the amount of energy, and revenues that go into generating them. By 

increasing their prices, they can lose a fraction of their clients but the outstanding 

percentage creates a profit per the sales they make. It is also important to ask if some 

functions may be appropriate for the entity (Palmer, 2001). 
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Sometimes, a business actor needs to alter terms and requirements of sale. 

Occasionally, this is done by distributing the price over several months or years, an 

organization may sell more than what is available and the profit may speed up cash 

reception. In some other cases, profit and products may be combined for special 

offers and special promotions. In other cases, one may include free supplementary 

issues that may cost little to generate but make the prices look more appealing to 

customers. 

Whenever an organization experiences resistance or some sorts of confusions in the 

constituent of sales or marketing plan, be ready to reentering that area. 

Organizational staffs need to be transparent to the likelihood that the present pricing 

construction is not idyllic for the present market. They ought to be free to the 

requirement to reread their prices; if important, to maintain the competitive nature to 

survive (Lovelock, 2001) 

Promotion 

Another important aspect of sales and marketing and sales is to consider in the way 

of promoting objects all the time. Promotion involves all the means one informs 

clients about the available services or products and how they are marketed and sold. 

(Shimp, 2003) 

Some alteration in the strategies ones uses to promote can contribute to drastic 

differences in the results. Even minimal differences in advertisements can lead 

instantaneously to increased sales. The Knowledgeable copywriters can frequently 

upsurge the retort rate from publicizing by 500 percent by just altering the headline 

on an announcement. 

Great and unimportant companies in each factory repeatedly research with dissimilar 

ways of promoting, publicizing, and selling their services and goods. The principle 

is that whatsoever method of marketing and sales they are using today they will 

sooner or later stop working. Occasionally, it will stop working for the known 

reasons, and in other cases for the unknown reasons. In any case, the marketing 

methods and sales will ultimately break working, and the organization will have to 

create new sales, offerings, advertising approaches, and strategies. (Andaleeb, 1994) 

https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/43018
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Organization are using different tools for promotion as every tool has its advantage 

and disadvantage so it‟s important to overcome the disadvantage of tools by using 

different tools at once (Palmer, 2001) 

Place 

The next P in the marketing mix is the area where the company‟s goods or service is 

really sold. An entity must create a tendency of reflecting and reviewing upon the 

area where a client meets the salesperson. In other cases, a modification in place can 

cause to a rapid change in sales. 

Products can be sold in different places. Some organizations use send their sales 

people out to meet, direct selling, and talk with the view. Others sell by 

telemarketing and others sell through or mail order and catalogues. Other 

organizations sell at trade shows or in the establishments of trade. Some vend in 

joint undertakings with other related services or products. Some organizations use 

the representatives of distributors or manufacturers. Many companies use a mixture 

of one or several of these techniques (Kotler, 2012) 

In that case, the businessperson ought to make the correct choice of the best site or 

place for a client to get indispensable purchasing correspondents on the creation or 

service required to make a purchase decision. One needs to know what his decision 

is. How should the decisions be changed? In what other areas the products or 

services can be offered? 

Process 

This is the element in the marketing mix. An organization needs to develop a 

tendency of carefully examining every process employed in service delivery by 

making a critical analysis of the all the processes. Customers are satisfied with 

process which will reduce their waiting time when in need of receiving services, 

they are also in favor with processes that are reliable in service delivery. Empathy, 

this includes the skills and knowledge possessed by professionals when proving 

services, it is an important component as the person providing services is in a 

position to understand the customer‟s situation and treat them accordingly 

(Grönroos, 2000) 
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Customer participation also is among the components of process strategy, in this 

customers are allowed to give out their views in regard to the services they have 

received. 

Thus, one needs to think of everything that customers‟ see in the product; one needs 

to see it in terms of everything that a customer sees in the first instant of interaction 

all the way via the purchasing process. 

This implies a method through which a product or service shows appearance from 

external appearance. It also refers to how people interact, dress, and groom 

themselves. It looks at how offices, the waiting rooms, your correspondence, your 

brochures, and every individual components about the company appears. It is said 

that everything counts in an organization and may help or hurt. Everything affects 

the confidence of customers in dealing with an entity. (Collier, 1991) 

Every salesperson is ought to examine the expert in each respect. Every component 

of their clothing, white shirts that include dark suits, dark ties, clean fingernails, 

shined shoes, conservative hairstyles, and every other part gave off the message of 

competence, and capability. (Grönroos, 2000) 

Physical evidence 

The organization needs to consider how they work to position themselves in the 

hearts of customers. They need to win the people‟s thinking about them when they 

are not present. It is important for people to keep talking about the company. There 

must be specific words that people use to describe a company and what it offers 

(Lovelock, 2001) 

How customers see and talk about the organization is determined by how the 

organization present itself, this includes cleanliness, tidiness or the appearance of the 

service location on day to day services and it is a critical determinant of the success 

of an organization in the competitive market place. Theoretical foundation lays some 

knowledge that customers always think of an organization, either positively or 

negatively. They sometimes think of the services offered; the excellence to which an 

organization works; the quality of the products offered. How one demonstrates and 
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extends that habit in the customers‟ minds informs of the extent they will really 

consume the products and how they will pay for the products. (Kotler, 2012) 

One needs to develop a habit of positioning themselves to win the minds of 

customers. So, there is a need to think of the positioning that one would like to have. 

However, there is a need to create an ideal picture in the hearts of the customers 

having decided what it could be. Good managers always think of what is to be done 

in every interaction to have their clients think and speak and think about them in a 

specific way? What vicissitudes do you are required to make in the way interrelate 

with clients today to be understood as the actual and a good choice for your clients 

in the next time. (Palmer, 2001) 

People 

This is the final P of the marketing mix and an important ingredient in the 

development of an organization. An institution doing business needs to create a way 

of thinking about people in and outside an organization.  These include all the 

people involved in production, and marketing strategies. (Bitner, 1990) 

It may be surprising how many business actors will work tremendously hard to 

contemplate through every aspect of the marketing approach and the marketing mix, 

and give some attention to every single choice and strategy that requires to be 

carried out by the personnel in a specified manner. One‟s capability to recruit, 

recruit, hire, and maintain the proper people, with the abilities, and skills to perform 

the job required to have been done is significant than anything else put together. 

The most important factor applied by good organizations is first to get all the right 

candidates on the truck, and the wrong people off the truck. Having got the right 

people on the truck, the following step is to get the right candidates sitting on the 

right seats on the truck. 

One needs to develop a thinking habit to point out who would carry out every 

responsibility and task of an organization. In most circumstances, it is quite 

impossible to move forward to the point where you can put and attract the right 

candidates into the right position. Most of the developed business plans are a result 
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of good management of people who are described as the most ingredient element of 

an organization. (Booms & Bitner, 1981) 

Meaning of Customer Satisfaction 

Giese and Cote (2000) provided a detailed description of what customer‟s 

satisfaction stands to mean. In their article they argued that customers are at the 

heart of the success of any business entity in the world. One must think of the 

customers first before anything when thinking of starting a business. Only the 

companies that could meet the needs of customers do remain on top position. Most 

companies today have realized this significance and put customers at the center of 

their business knowing their vital role to expanding their markets. Generally, 

customers buy services and goods only from the markets that fit and meet their 

needs and wants. They would always evaluate the value of the money they pay 

against what they take as products. Therefore, organizations need determine their 

pricing with the excellence of the goods and services that attracts the customer and 

sustain the long-term association.   

 Full services must be ensured in an organization, which must be equivalent to their 

monetary value. This will definitely help to augment the quantity of clients and 

sustain the relations created between the company and the customer. The present 

customer will help to attract the new clients by giving or sharing the important 

correspondences regarding the services and the products of the companies. When a 

customer gets what they wanted, then we would say that they have reached to the 

point of satisfaction. It is, however, hard to tell whether the customers have reached 

to the satisfaction point with the obtainability of the services or products. So, giving 

gratification to the customers are quite difficult tasks, because various factors are 

required to be considered. Currently, opposition can be recognized between the 

companies and marketplaces ubiquitously and it consists of the stimulating tasks for 

the contestants. Competitors are developing their marketing channels effectively 

though it seems to be tough in the growing market (Lovelock, 2001)   

The attention of customers is measured by providing the best and the most favorable 

products in the competing market. Customers‟ loyalty is ensured along with their 

satisfaction. Where there are no customers, no business entity will exist. The number 
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of customers is increased by developing customers‟ satisfaction in terms of 

achieving business goals. The terms customers‟ satisfaction and achieving of 

business goals are significant and interrelated. Therefore, the association of 

customers and business in an organization or market is, thus, significant to observe.    

2.3.2 Customer Satisfaction and Disconformity Theory  

Oliver (1980), introduced the theory of customer fulfilment is basically associated 

with the perceived services based on customer expectations or desire. The related 

satisfaction of customer is delivered with authentication of customer expectation and 

desire. Disconfirmation theory puts that customer‟s satisfaction exists between the 

performance of services and some cognitive or touching standards of the customer 

such as wants and anticipations on the services. Once the perceived performance 

goes beyond or falls short of anticipation or desire, there is positive disconfirmation 

or negative disconfirmation and the customer is fulfilled or dissatisfied in that order 

(Ekinci et al, 2004) 

The Desire Disconfirmations (DD) and Expectation Disconfirmation (ED) customer 

tend to be satisfied based on the perceived services already used or consumed. These 

are ranked in terms of measurement scales which exist and applied in customer 

satisfaction. Such as disconfirmation scales, performance scales, and satisfaction 

scales. The performance scales are presented as fair, poor, excellent, and good; 

disconfirmation scales have issues like as poorer than anticipated to better than 

anticipated; and gratification scales rated a very disgruntled to very satisfied, also 

the disconfirmation scales on the experience of disconfirmation theory. (Suh et al, 

1994) 

The use of disconfirmation theory was basically relied for three reasons. First is 

clear and short it capture important aspects, in the measurement of quality of 

services, which tend to affect the patient; i.e. being able to rate the services provided 

to them. Secondly, it shows, mathematically, which make link with expectations, 

will associate higher with customers‟ perception than either quality question or 

pleasure issues.  
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Thirdly, a customer rating based on the service quality; for example, good or 

excellent, may not be seen as better than anticipated, here the patients become able 

to rate the services based on the expectation. This theory merely provided the 

difference between the perceived services and patient expectation. The only different 

was not included the element of cognitive experience to fill such weakness there is a 

need to use assimilation theory. The theory fills such weakness by addressing the 

cognitive element which is deep and inner part of patient experience with the 

services provided by the hospital (Ziethaml & Bitner, 2003) 

2.3.3 Assimilation Theory  

The Assimilation Theory was developed by Festingers (1957). The central theme of 

the theory posits that a customer has as a cognitive association between expectations 

about the service and judged service performance. According to Anderson (1973) 

the customer in this sense makes a comparison on the post usage evaluation as 

termed in the satisfaction literature as an assimilation concept. A customer seeks to 

avoid dissonance through perception of the services to bring it in line with 

expectation. The customer tends to reduce tension based on the difference between 

expectancy and service performance. This is relatively based on the ability to distort 

the expectations purposely to match with perceive service performance or by 

increasing the level of satisfaction and minimize the relative importance of the 

disconfirmation experience.  

This theory gives appropriate ingredient for customer in the disagreement and 

reducing the situation of the service quality, ability of the patient to generate the 

good perception hence feel the sense of high expectation based on the excellence of 

the service provided. This theory applies to this study since it touches the cognitive 

experience of patient regarding to the services offered by the hospital. A patient has 

own inner perceived performance of the services and anticipation of the services. 

The services offered by the hospital to patient are differently perceived with two 

experience of patient. The perceived and expectation of such services is relatively 

assessed by the patient after usage of the services. The post evaluation is conducted 

to rate the service provided by hospital normally after usage and not otherwise.  
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2.4 Empirical Review  

2.4.1 Importance of Marketing Mix Strategies  

Transformations and development in organizations and business companies depend 

a lot on their ability to address problems in the organization, arrangement of 

activities and ability to compete. Institutions and business organizations accept 

policies with regard to opportunities, mission, the overarching vision, goals, 

arrangements, and the internal amenities of an externals to create complete 

marketing (Industries, 1384). This is because, in the today's business atmosphere in 

the globe, there is increased rapid change and complexity, and the anticipated 

developments (Mason, 2007) With the expansion of science in all banks, fields, and 

financial markets have recently shown ability to compete in the development of their 

activities, ability to create and provide banks and financial organizations and use 

marketing strategies and approached to attract customers and increase deposit. 

Marketing mix influences, such as accessibility to the required services and provide 

quick services to clients and in the variation of services would entice customers. 

This is seen to upsurge financial services and financial institutions.  

Marketing may change at any time as influenced by the change in consumptions and 

the flavors of individuals. The growth of population, changes in community 

organization, diversity of products, urban expansion, advance knowledge, and 

generational alterations are features that will regulate market variables. Every 

organization has the responsibility of marketing supervisors by analyzing, 

implementing, planning, and effectively marketing programs to create a superior 

modest environment in the available markets. Marketing plan will involve the 

process created to forecast the coming events and determine the strategies used to 

realize the objectives of the institution. An institution needs to obtain a suitable 

share of the market through a study of applying marketing mix variables, the market 

through the recommended methods of supplying and distribution of services and 

goods and be knowledgeable of the identification and campaign of opportunities. 

They ought to entice more capitals to contract with scientific invention and 

creativity to meet customers‟ needs; and fit the resources to enlarge market share 

and care of the customers. (Mason, 2007) 
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Consolidation of the financial markets in the country for its pecuniary progress and 

saving of resources for the fitness of the economy is of significance. The rate of 

savings in credit and bank and financial institutions may contribute to increased 

speculation and economic development. The chief hub of the financial markets in 

Iran became the major source of capital to buy services and products and grant loans 

and the financing source to all economic units of the country. Banks and institution 

provide the chief and an effective activity for marketing which are also effective to 

achieve their goals. An augmented number of banks and financial organizations 

needs to use marketing variable to maximize resources to their customers. 

Organizations develop some extra marketing mix strategies apart from those 

specified by bank to be sure that they survive in the competition. (Mason, 2007)    

Marketing  

This is the term that appeared very common during the 1960s to mean that the needs 

of customers must appear first. Market management and management of marketing 

are a significant piece of knowledge organization. Marketing management is the 

chief process of recognizing the desires and the customers and assist them by the 

means of exchange of resources. With the observed scarcity of resources both 

manpower and others, the society needs are snowballing today than it has ever been 

experienced. Managers are confronted with less resources needed to have a picture 

and understanding of stress which are so many. In marketing there is a need to 

differentiate things laid down by conversation of resources. Marketing can also be 

seen as a decision-making process by which requires and desires of individuals and 

groups (Holm, 2006). Marketing organization can also be stated as a process of 

planning, evaluation, application and supervising of the program so as to make, 

provide and sustain a lucrative dealings process with those buying so as to attain the 

goal of the organization (Culter, 2000). Marketing company is the planning, 

analysis, implementation, and managing of programs to meet organizational goals. It 

consists of the programs made to establish and sustain beneficial exchanges with 

buyers. 

Marketing organization opportunities include the planning, implementation, 

execution, analysis, and monitoring of programs to create and sustain a conducive 

exchange markets aim to achieve institutional goals. Thus, marketing demand or 
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management, supply and demand caused by or in the form of incentive is essential. 

The Marketing Association of America defines „marketing as the realization of an 

idea, the process of planning, advertisement, pricing, and distribution of goods and 

services, where the exchange makes the individual and the organization in it a reality 

(Culter, 2000). The aim of doing marketing is to create good conditions among 

demand and supply. The main need of marketing is to ensure that customers are 

getting what they need in the market, to have continuous supply of good which are 

needed by the target market, so marketing activities brings about the complete 

meaning of the market and expert marketers create their own vision using those 

activities (Frank, 1994)    

Several meanings of marketing include a collaborative activities that are done in the 

market and others are about how the marketers agree with the meaning provided. 

Advertisement today is to be taken as part of marketing ground and all monetary 

activities, plus manufacturing, delivery of a wide range of services, the organization 

production, sales and sales of services and goods (Bahman et al, 2013)  The art of 

marketing means being resonant the correct quantity and amount of service or 

products to meet the requirements of clients at the right time and place, and making 

sure that customers get benefits from its actions. (Arto & Sample, 2005). In 

synopsis, manufacturing, the designing, distribution and sale of goods, packaging, 

and services to consumers, which eventually contributes to customers‟ gratification 

plays an important role.  

Recently, twigs and wide variety of services in the market over several service 

middles are more tangible. In marketing provisions, field marketing is significant. 

Service activities comprise features such as imperceptibility, being different 

indiscernible and impossibility (Pickton D, Broderick A, 2001) . The exchange of 

creation marketing and marketing goods with the various goods and services 

between the same characteristics such as intangibility, inseparable, lack of 

maintenance and service is different (Murrar, 1995) 

Marketing Mix  

These are manageable rudiments of marketing instruments and approaches used in a 

company. A set of mixed variables are managed by the marketing institutions and   
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companies in their board market and its organizations (Culter, 2000). A knowledge 

of what people need and exploration in a market and provision and supply and of 

services and goods to realize their overarching goals and achievements. These 

activities include selling and buying of transport, storage and goods (Mei, 2011) 

Several activities contributed to movement of commercial services and goods from 

the production to the final customer.  Marketing organization and the need for 

productions and goods is needed to forecast the supply. Satisfy human requirements 

and to describe the process was put into consideration with the market. Put it on the 

other was, the whereabouts the supplier and customers in a market. An organization 

of the activities done to qualify the demands and needs the needs of the people in the 

way of the exchange activities. Process in which goods, people, and benefits from 

the generation and exchange with other entities to meet their needs and goalmouths. 

Events in Iran 1386 besieged marketing permitting the company to prepare and 

implement pricing, distribution, and promotion of goods, ideas, and services.  

The ingredients of the marketing mix are a group of marketing instrument for 

realizing the goals of the establishment of marketing. Marketers to receive favorable 

reaction from their target markets, use many instruments. These instruments 

comprise the marketing mix. This is a set of instruments that an organization applies 

to realize their marketing goals. McCarthy categorizes these instruments into four 

major groups, called the 4P's of marketing: place, price, product, and promotion 

(Harrell GD, Frazier GL, 1999) . Conclusions about future marketing by marketers 

may affect the end commercial channels and consumer. Thus, despite the decision of 

organizations regarding several variables of the marketing mix. This is due to the 

reason that it needs a long time, slight change within a short span in their marketing 

mix. With reference to these 4C„s, for organizations to realize the wants of 

consumers, their production should be economical; they should reflect comfort, 

suitability and actual communication; they must meet the customers„ need to put 

into accounting and trying to charge them less.  

Customers could be realized to gain from their production. Price must 

commensurate with the competences of the customer. Their production need to be 

reliable to the clients purchasing them. Finally, promotions ought to be made 
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available to potential consumers of the production. The notion of marketing mix is 

described as the organization's presentation using a set of governable variables and 

irrepressible factors of the environment (Newson et al , 2000) Marketing mix of 

traditional supervision models overcomes dynamic market, where the beggar works, 

alongside other methods of Anderson and the theoretical parameters of a system 

industrialized by the University of Copenhagen in Europe. Methods such as vision 

of a new product, useful vision are faced with such geographical viewpoint.  

Managerial is ―a mixer of elements, who in other times follow a recipe as he goes 

with, familiarizes a formula to the obtainable experiments and ingredients with or 

invents fixings no one else has tried‖. The initial marketing concept matches to the 

notion of advertising mix, based on the idea of action parameters obtainable in the 

1930s by Stackelberg (1939). Rasmussen (1955) then created what is formally 

known as parameter theory. He suggests that the four determinants of competition 

and sales are price, quality, service and promotion. Mickwitz (1959) uses the theory 

to the Product Life Cycle Concept. Borden„s original marketing mix had a group of 

12 ingredients known as product planning; personal selling; branding; pricing; 

channels of delivery; advertising; promotions; servicing; packaging; display; 

physical management and fact discovery and examination. (Frey, 1961) Remarked 

that marketing variables ought to be alienated into two parts: the offering (product, 

brand, packaging, price and service) and the methods and tools (distribution 

channels, advertising, sales advertising and promotion).  

Put it in the other way, Lazer and Kelly (1962) and Lazer et al. (1973) optional three 

rudiments of the marketing mix: the services and goods, and the communication 

mix. McCarthy (1964) refined Borden„s (1965) idea additional and describes 

marketing mix as a mixture of all of the factors at a marketing manager„s knowledge 

to content the target market. He reformed Borden„s 12 elements to four rudiments or 

4Ps, namely product, promotion, price, and place at a marketing manager„s 

understanding to content the board market. Particularly in the 1980s onward, several 

researchers propose new P „into the marketing mix. (Judd, 1987) Suggests a fifth P 

(people). Booms and Bitner (1980) add 3 Ps (physical evidence, participants, and 

process) to the original 4Ps to use the marketing mix idea to service. Kotler (1986) 

puts weight to this with an argument that political control and public formation of 
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opinions to the Ps ideology. (Baungartner, 1991), remarks the concept of 15 Ps. 

(MaGrath, 1986) remarks the addition of 3Ps (personnel, process management and 

physical facilities). Vignali and Davies (1994), recommends the addition of S 

(service) to the marketing mix. (Goldsmith, 1999), theorized that there must be 8 Ps 

(product, price, process, place, participants, promotion, physical evidence, and 

personalization).  

Möller (2006) suggests a new picture of the new upended in the discussion around 

the mix as marketing example and major marketing organization instrument by 

studying academic views from five marketing organization sub-disciplines 

(consumer marketing, relationship marketing, services marketing, industrial 

marketing, and retail marketing ) and emerging marketing (E-commerce) (Iranian, 

1386).  Many people that studied in these domains rapidly serious doubts as to the 

role of the mix as marketing organization instrument in its original form; and so, 

suggest alternative approaches which put on new restrictions to the original mix or 

stand-in for it with substitute frameworks altogether.  

Use of the Marketing Mix Concept  

Similar to many different views, marketing mix view appears comparatively easy, 

when it is articulated. Prior to their marking with the naming of "concept," the 

thoughts included were widely silent among suppliers as a sign of the increasing 

information about marketing and marketing actions that came during the preceding 

half century (Bahman et al, 2013). But when the views were lowered to a true 

statement with additional visual demonstration, the concept of the mix has shown to 

be an important device in training, in business problem solving, and, generally, as a 

help to rationale regarding marketing. In short, the mix chart elasticities an ever 

ready checklist as to which areas to think when seeing marketing questions or 

dealing with marketing challenges (Mei, 2011)  

Marketing mix resource allocation and planning challenges  

Marketing mix reserve distribution and planning have an experienced prominence as 

organizations have tried to enhance spending across all advertising activities. That is 

no surprise, in the consideration that senior advertising executives are under the 

augmenting pressure to help their organizations to realize organic sales expansion 
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with tighter, top down- driven budgets and short time horizons to distribute tangible 

payback on their marketing organizations. With less impact over the size of their 

budgets, senior marketers must in its place attempt to maximize the effects of the 

dollars they allocate for programs across markets, multiple channels, products, and 

specific customers, with the help of a progressively multifaceted mix of new and 

traditional media (Bahman et al, 2013). Therefore, corporations have looked toward 

analytical and demonstrating methods in the try to link marketing savings to 

measurable and expressive measurable market replies (ideally and to one or more 

monetary metrics). Packaged goods and pharmaceutical marketers, in particular, 

were among the champions in investigating the marketing mix analytics and data-

driven econometric models. Marketing scholars also have donated to a more 

sophisticated body of analytical and showing literature that offers both theoretical 

and substantive insights for marketing mix resource distribution decisions and 

planning practices. In many incidences, marketing researchers and practitioners were 

the first advocates for realizing the analytics to business practice (Hosseini, 1384). 

However, changing customer dynamics and advances in media technology presents 

novel encounters.   

Nowhere is the encounters are more evident than in the spheres of new the channel 

that emanated in and is eager by the digital setting. The fast and ongoing 

construction of new digital ways from the unchanging linked banner ads of the 

1990s to the social media and movable platforms of the present setting has 

transformed the way people set evidence and has left marketers endeavors to face 

the new digital landscape. Hamilton provided a recent report that digital marketing 

pauses the shift in customer behavior‖ promoted by the internet (Goharian, 1374). 

One the similar event, the emergence of digital infrastructures channels has focused 

improved consideration on the effectiveness and competence of old-style media and 

the extent to which new media are the supplement to or a supernumerary for 

television, print, and other well-known methods all with an eye toward optimum 

distribution of marketing mix capitals through marketing analysis.  

For a new media to be developed, one needs to make some arrangements, Further to 

this is the need to replace the outdated ones with the new ones, they also need to 

know how to compete and win from other competitors. Not amazingly, most 
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organizations have acknowledged an unhurried method to the presence of new-

fangled media in their marketing correspondence programs until the appropriate 

analytical and demonstrating techniques can generate good vision into their usage. 

The explanation of marketing analytics provides a new practices and perspectives 

performs that ought to highlight direction for these marketing mix pronouncements 

(Bahman et al, 2013). More than eighty percent of U.S. clienteles are regularly 

found online; Out of these clienteles who use the social media, 34% of their day 

time is spent in online media. Still, most marketers dedicate only around 5 to 10% of 

their publicity and elevation dollars to digital media (Murrar, 1995). What could be 

the associated factors causing the misconnection between company media uses and 

customer media usage? Three are most commonly stated:  

(1) Budgetary support for media research and modest organizational,  

(2) Aptitude essential to apply marketing analytics to new method and limited 

commercial knowledge with, and  

(3) Marketing analytics and limited metrics to amount the efficiency and 

efficiency of new media together with outdated media (Mei, 2011) 

2.4.2 The Effect of Health Distribution Strategy on Patient Satisfaction 

It is vital to note that the place is based on the point of contact between health 

service worker and patient. This is one of the elements of marketing mix which 

offers the opportunity to come up with better location. Location is needed for better 

provision of medical services in a manner that hospitals ought to give medicinal 

services in the housing areas. The hospital location must consider accessibility by 

the patients and where the transport is easily available to patients. The client 

accessibility of benefit quality is directly based on the occasions and facility 

accessibility. This is directly based on the comfort applied a noteworthy impact on 

the recognized quality (Carter et al, 1989)  

This review gives a place where the consideration is much placed on the availability 

of benefits and the ability to handle administrative plan. Time based on the related 

issues of opening hours, length of holding up time and related benefits to the 

required range of benefits and the time to accomplish such a purpose. 
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2.4.3 The Effect of Health Process Strategy on Patients’ Satisfaction 

Narang (2010) gaging seems superior in the health care distributions in India found 

that health care services are perceived to be well for the patients. However, the 

process tends to reduce the convenience of health delivery and delayed the patients. 

The process is one of the operational flows of activities at the hospital for the related 

efficiency to the services delivery. This disturbs the effectiveness of health services 

for the patients and extended components in the administrations. It affects the client 

choice and related decision required for client satisfaction. The process in the 

accessibility of health services to patient which reduced the elements of satisfaction, 

the existence of delayed services and even more waiting time and low chance to see 

a doctor for consultation. The patients sometimes, those who are serious, are 

affected by the process and even may be discouraged. There is less consideration on 

the process improvement which proved to reduce the gratification of customers with 

health services given. There is a need to undergo the overall development of the 

health care services to induce patients‟ gratification.  

The research conducted by Oche and Adamu (2013) on the determinant of patients, 

the time to wait for services at General Hospital in Nigeria. The study revealed that 

the outpatient in general hospital is affected by the method of health care delivery, 

which hoped to provide no respective benefits. The overall time duration to meet a 

doctor is still not sufficient for patients, this has been because of the shortage of 

medical doctors, the relevance areas for medical provision is still not promising, is 

not designed to affect patients satisfaction, the environment of outpatients are 

affected by the environment. The appearance of the health care providers are taking 

the view point which encourages the patients but are limited with supportive 

facilities, the related confirmation and representative of the health care is well 

affected by the abilities, information and skills required to affect the patients 

satisfaction.  

2.4.4 The Effect of Health Personnel Strategy on Patient’s Satisfaction 

Similar research was conducted by (Chahal, 2010), on the progress of 

multidimensional scale for healthcare service excellence. The study findings 

revealed that the major factors to reach such goal were competent health care 

personnel is the source for service effectiveness. The satisfactory degree of 
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competency is required for increased services acceptability among patients. The 

prosperity advantage is related to the field where staffs are well successful in terms of 

skills. This is considered as an important area to win the advantage of the organizations 

in terms of nature and clients. Nature is directly required to base in the relationship 

between client and competency of service providers. The hospital services at the best 

quality are highly affected by the personnel to provide services willingly and effectively 

to induce patient satisfaction. The ministry of health is required to plan and increase the 

service providers at the hospital, because sometimes the quality of the service is 

deteriorated by the number of health care providers.  

Kahn et al. (2015) examined 182 clients in trauma and severe care surgery use place 

to examine patient pleasure. The findings showed that patient awareness of 

exchanges and ability to contact health care team are the major source of patient 

satisfaction. The relevant factors to the benefits of healthcare providers are related to 

the speed at which staff respond, the basis of hospital environment and control. The 

relevant responsiveness of health care providers are still challenging to meet the 

patient expectation, it is limited by the numbers of health care staffs who can 

respond timely in the patients request of services, the personnel are delayed and 

even increases the waiting of health services.  

Iannuzzi et al. (2015) conducted a research using 978 health seekers in a surgical 

hospital and related intervention. This study presented the clinical complications and 

relationship with patient satisfaction scores, the provision attached to the 

communication and ability to predict high satisfaction. The majority of patients are 

predicted with low satisfaction according to the services provided and the 

willingness of the health care staff to respond to health care provision and service 

request. These are considered to affect the patient satisfaction score, it is the process, 

which the personnel address the patient problem. Patients with health complication 

need at least intensive care and even speed health personnel to win the health service 

working environment.  

Zarei et al. (2015), researched on the impact of service quality on the outpatient 

department in privately owned hospitals in Iran. The study findings revealed that 

less than one-half, making 42% of the participants, had been not satisfied with 
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medicines. However, the greater part of respondents, making 97%, recommended 

lack of enough workforce in the hospital; while 78.5% and 67.5% of the respondents 

suggested on the shortage of Pharmacy staff had cautiously organized and defined 

how to use drug treatments    toward the customers.  On  the  foundation  of  the  end 

result  from pharmacy  service,  it is  sure that  the  patients had  appropriate 

involvement with all objects about pharmacy barring the quantity of capsules from 

pharmacy.   

Thusyanthy (2016) remarked that in marketing, customer gratification is considered 

as an important creation in the past few decades. Beforehand, it is a less satisfactory 

creation, since most of the marketing concerned with organizations are professed 

that attracting new clientele better than retentive existing ones. Nevertheless, 

presently, these companies are applying customer gratification as a prime business 

the indicator of performance and a method in the dynamic situation to get the 

maintainable competitive benefit. This customer gratification is affected by several 

dimensions and variables. Consequently, this qualitative all-inclusive review 

scrutinizes with different literature that supports the association of the variables in 

consideration the need to satisfy customers. To widen and make it applicable further 

studies empirically and contextually, a mind-map is organized to explain how the 

association variables are relevant to satisfy customers. This would contribute to the 

improvement of the research associated with customer satisfaction in the particular 

situation. The previous mind review describes from the past literatures on the 

satisfaction of customers with its connected dimensions and variables.  

This is very significant for each company to realize their goals and ensure the 

existence in the factory. Consequently, a research that carries out this mind map to 

overwhelmed those issues concerning the clients‟ satisfaction. In each institution 

that has a different kind of requirement and they want but they are supposed to 

content it is the means of their services and goods. Therefore, they have the 

obligation to recognize the tools that influence on the satisfaction of customers, 

particularly in their institutional services and products. With regard to the above 

made statements, the research seeks to offer answer to all productions and services 

companies. This prototype is confirmed to highlight the association between 

variables for the satisfaction of customers drawing some instances from the previous 
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literatures (see Figure 1). Consequently, this research will help customers to reach 

their satisfaction from the services provided in companies. In the matter of fact, this 

research may be expanded in the bearing in mind other applicable dimensions and 

variables different from the dimension and constructs, which are measured for this 

research. 

Schmocker et al. (2015) showed a study on the approval of surgical clients by using 

consumer evaluation of healthcare workers and mechanisms. This specifically 

managed to deal with preoperative care in a day to day basis. The findings showed 

that well communication between the physician and patient are needed to be 

improved in the basis of satisfaction. The health care provide ability to communicate 

well with patients tend to increase the sense of satisfaction in the service provision 

and even make the patients demand service for the next time and even may 

recommend others to access such a service. Failure for healthy personnel staffs to 

access services in the required time and even duration is the source of poor 

satisfaction score among patients.  

Another study was done by Chimbindi et al. (2014) on patients‟ satisfaction with 

treatment in public program in South Africa. The patients‟ satisfaction in a general 

health care provision is well predicted to affect satisfaction. The study subsequently 

was conducted in the respective interval, in which the patients filled questionnaire 

which has one overall satisfaction question. The results showed existence of high 

correlation between provider and patient towards the overall satisfaction of patient. 

The reported fact is that patients didn‟t get satisfied with the overall provision of 

services. The factors induced related to the nature of services and related health care 

personnel to provide such services. There is limited provision of services in the 

interval of time, patients several times reported to be not satisfied with the services 

provision.  

Kagashe and Rwebangila (2011) conducted a research regarding the satisfaction of 

patients with health care services provided at HIV clinics at Amana and Muhimbili 

Hospital in Dar es Salaam. The study managed to show literature section concerning 

the problem. The past experience acknowledged on the kind and frequency of 

medicine to patients. The study was cross-sectional study was performed at 
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Muhimbili National Hospital (MNH) and Amana health facility. The study 

discovered that patients have been dissatisfied with offerings due to lack of privacy 

for the duration of session with medical doctor and the dispenser added to patients' 

dissatisfaction with the services. Patients at Amana Hospital sanatorium had been 

both very cozy (44.3%) or comfy (55.7%) and no one was not satisfied, whilst at 

MNH hospital 1.1% sufferers have been very satisfied whilst (94.7%) had been 

blissful and (4.2%) had been unsatisfied with fitness care offerings provide.  

Jande et al. (2013) evaluated the gratification of patients with health services in Dar 

es Salaam Tanzania. This research was carried out at 4 medical institutions in Dar- 

es- Salaam based on patient pleasure with Pharmaceutical Services in Hospital.  The 

findings showed that presence of a well-mannered pharmacist at a pharmacy 

fascinated many patients (85.8%). The accessibility of a highly regarded clinical 

practitioner at the health was an additional factor for customer satisfaction (55.6%) 

and the reason to visit a health centre. Several patients (46.3%) went to specific 

sanatorium pharmacies to gain their drug treatments due to the fact of desirable 

services in these facilities. Dissatisfied respondents (23.7%) rated the ready time to 

gain the drug treatments as too long. This was accompanied by the means of 

unavailability of prescribed drug treatments (18.2%) and bad services in the waiting 

room. Patients felt that the time to wait for services and the accessibility of drug 

treatments may want to be improved.  

Another study was conducted by Amin (2017) on the satisfaction of patients towards 

outpatients‟ department (OPD) services using a sectional descriptive to find out 

about the level of fulfillment with the services offered at Banphaeo Hospital Samut 

Sakhon province in Thailand. It was revealed that gratification is brought about by 

various factors influenced patients' preferences. The study findings, further, showed 

that many customers (55.6%) favored the place where a clinical practitioner was 

reachable in the premises. Other factors which fascinated patients to precise 

pharmacies were availability of diagnostic services such as laboratory offerings and 

x-rays (10.5%), acceptability of insurance plan schemes (8.3%) and smooth 

environment (9.3%). The extended time of waiting would discourage customers 

from returning to the same pharmacy for refilling or getting new materials of 

medicines.   
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Twaweza  survey (2013) discovered  that  41%  of  patients  have been  no longer 

two able  to  get  the  drugs  they  need immediately from a public health facility. 

Tanzanians frequently have to flip to personal pharmacies and fitness services for 

medicines due to shortages at public facilities. In city areas this commonly capability 

paying a top class for necessary medicines  that need to  be  handy  for  free  or  cut 

price  from  public facilities,  and  in  rural  areas,  where non-public amenities  are  

fewer,  it  often  skill having  to cover for transport  and  medicine  charges  or  

easily  going besides wanted medicines.  

Moreover, Twaweza cited that 41% of patients purchase medicines earlier than in 

search of treatment. They usually searching for pharmaceutical consultation and cure 

at that drug keep or neighborhood pharmacy earlier than going to the fitness facility 

(Twaweza, 2013). Accuracy this can be due to unsatisfactory availability of 

medicine and lengthy ready time at the public fitness facilities. 

A study by Khadka and Maharjan (2017) highlighted the significance and the role of 

customer loyalty and gratification. Their study analyzed the association between 

customer gratification and customer association. The objective of the research was 

to study the concept of customer loyalty, customer satisfaction, and its association. 

Furthermore, the study looked at the influences that effect customer gratification and 

loyalty. It scrutinized the customer gratification needed by Trivsel and customer 

loyalty conventional by Trivsel from its customers. The commissioner of this thesis 

was Karolina Lassfolk (Operational Director, Trivsel). It also looked at the factors 

that have an effect on customer gratification and result in customer loyalty. 

Suggestions on improving the service quality and getting customer retention are 

finally proposed. In the research, the theoretical background chapter reviews studies 

on customer and satisfaction loyalty and the relationship between these two terms.  

Different methods that have been extensively applied to measure customer 

gratification and the outcome results of loyal customers as offered. It was 

accomplished by means of a qualitative and quantitative research through a 

questionnaire. The questionnaire was dispersed into three different parts, open 

questions, multiple choice questions, and customers‟ opinions in the end. The study 

revealed that customers are the link to a business success. It is, thus, important that 
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business organization focus on increasing the number of customers in the 

organization, for this customer satisfaction and loyalty should be combined along 

the long-term goals. The study suggested that the company ought to improve its 

service regarding feedback system, implement staff training as well as conduct 

regular advertising campaign to attract new customers and also to inform existing 

customers about upcoming events. 

Yoo et al. (2000) in his study of customers‟ awareness of the marketing mix stated 

in accordance with the traditional marketing mix, store image, price, distribution, 

advertising costs, and the preferences of the customers‟ and the perception of the 

customers are stated as consumer perception elements of marketing mix. Price is 

planned as an indicator of the quality or usefulness of products. Picture of the store 

is a significant external predictor for the customers in the awareness of product 

quality. Montevech and Salomon (2001), presented a complicated comparison on the 

analytic grading process and other multi-criteria methods of deciding, using some 

cases developed in Brazil. Not any of these studies presented concluded that the 

AHP as an inferior MCDM method. Contrarily, the results obtained through 

different, in the most of cases, were considered similar.  

Several benefits of the use of the AHP appeared in all the cases pointed out. They 

also determined that the time required to decide, the need to have alternatives and 

that the time and alternatives need to be independent of the AHP to make is a better, 

or perhaps, the optimal solution. Kim and Hyun (2010) in his research made a study 

on the effectiveness of the marketing mix and organization‟s image in three aspects 

of name value and brand as brand consciousness and association, apparent quality 

and loyalty for the brand. In this study, altering the company‟s image as a variable 

controlling the effects of marketing mix on brand value is adjusted. The results of 

this study revealed that the performance of the marketing mix is definitely related to 

the value of brand and company image modifies marketing mixed effects on all three 

components of the brand value. Sukran Seker and Mesut Ozgurler (2012) conducted 

a research on analyzing Consumer Electronics Firm by using the SWOT-AHP in 

Turkey. In this study, the issue was classified hierarchically in three levels. The front 

surface involved of the target, the second level involved SWOT factors (weaknesses, 

strengths, opportunities, and threats) and the third level was the strategy of choice, 
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and with respect to the first and second levels of the hierarchy tree intended 

strategies were rated.  

Maheswari et al. (2014) made a research on the impacts of marketing mix on the 

consumer knowledge in fast food industries. The data were generated from 120 

participants in Coimbatore City. The study employed the weighted average rank 

analysis, percentage analysis, and Chi-square test used for examining primary data 

to come out with the relationship between different marketing mix ingredients. The 

study employed the Co-relation coefficient to establish the association between 

various elements. From the study‟s findings, several recommendations were 

developed. 

Vadhana (2012) conducted a study in Cambodia on the assessment of patients‟ 

satisfaction. A cross-sectional study was used on the Outpatient Department of the 

Khmer Soviet Friendship hospital. The findings showed that majority of 

respondents,  98%, two 97%, 91.5%, and 90.5% had been blissful with gear (toilets, 

waiting chairs, affected person  beds,  session rooms, ventilation, and light), ease of 

finding Medicine Outpatient Department, medical   materials (blood pressure 

applications, stethoscopes, and  scales), thermometers, and suitability of  ready time  

for receiving consultation, respectively. Furthermore, Vadhana  stated that, in 

physical amenities, the majority of respondents, 99.5% claimed that the region of 

Medicine Outpatient Department was effortless to find; 98.5% of the participants 

agreed that the session rooms had enough spaces, fitted with true lights device and 

well-functional air flow applications; 96.5% of 51 the respondents stated that the 

department used to be relaxed and tidy; and 88.5% of the participants furthermore 

agreed that there were ample ready chairs in the ready area. Nevertheless, the charge 

melodramatically dropped down to 35% when the patients were requested about 

their knowledge involving easy loose in the waiting area.  

Prinja et al. (2015) conducted a study in India based on obtainability of medicines in 

public sector health services of  North Indian States has shown availability of drug 

treatments at public sanatorium was once 45.2% and 51.1 % in Punjab and Haryana 

respective. The other health services reported to be less provided, the factor which 

contribute to such a reason is the shortage of personnel. The personnel to provide 
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health care, medicine and even handling patients are still a challenge to 

accommodate the number of increasing patients. The patients who  have been 

disenchanted with hospital services complained of  the fee charged of being high 

(4.7% of sufferers in non-public  hospitals),  time taken to  fill the prescription  as  

being  long (12.7% of sufferers in  non-public hospital), and unavailability of 

medicines (17.45%) of sufferers in   government  hospitals) and negative attitudes of 

both  facilities. A greater delight perception is normally completed if patients  are  

instructed  the  time  used to wait  for service,  and if in the course of  this  waiting  

time they are provided with studying substances or fitness education. 

Peprah and Atarah (2014) assessed the patients‟ gratification using SERVQUAL 

model, at Regional Hospital, Ghana. The study found that patients are full of 

happiness emotion, this simply that product outcome meet customer expectation. 

The patient satisfaction is found to be the end results for predicted overall 

performance which no longer exceeds perceived performance, customers become 

dissatisfied. On the other hand, if predicted performance exceeds perceived overall 

performance sufferers get fortunately or extra satisfied. Otherwise, when the 

perceived performance equals to expectations, clients are neither at ease nor 

dissatisfied growing what he termed as detached or neutral stage on the satisfaction.  

Another research was done by Sahoo et al. (2016) on the role towards customer 

gratification in private health care. The study found that customers are willing to 

access the service at best quality. The satisfaction of customers with the personnel 

on the private health care is high with the services, but customers are indifferent 

with the charges, which are blamed to be higher compared to the real life situation. 

The health consultation are said to be excellent to provide the services at the 

efficiency, effectiveness and sufficient quality. The personnel ability to work at the 

efficiency measures are the ability to satisfy patients, failure to understand the 

patients expectation lead to failure in access of services. The patients are satisfied 

with well improved services at the best quality according to what patient expected. 

Each of these three factors have been rated less than one-half, the general score to 

differentiate between excessive and low satisfaction; 41% for effectiveness and 

ample quantities of medicines provided, 42.5% for quality of care with the aid of 

nurses, and 45% for focus of one‟s fitness situation after receiving consultation. 
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Hunt (2011), conducted a study on the consultation of patients between women and 

men. The study found that, women are likely to take more time in receiving 

consultation. This has reduced the extent of personnel utilization in the services 

provision and relevant in the hospitals. The patients especially women demand to be 

saved and consume more time in the service than men. The shortage of health staffs 

affected the satisfaction of patients.  

The study conducted by Stephan (2011), in Tanzania health system assessment, the 

findings showed that challenge scenario was based on the demand of high-quality of 

care to be provided under the skilled health personnel. The major problem in the 

fitness personnel in Tanzania is reflected in essential shortages of health workforce 

at all levels of the public health facilities in Tanzania. 95% out of 247 services 

surveyed, patients reported not to be satisfied on the health care provision and 

basically limited to the extent that health care personnel are less accommodative. 

The shortage of the health care providers is relevant in various areas of skills, 

numbers and experience to handle various cases that induce patients‟ satisfaction.  

URT‟s (2012) report on the health care provision in Dodoma, the findings showed 

that whilst exploring the health care situation in Dodoma Region have referred to 

that Public health facilities. The findings showed that the health care provision is 

primarily based on the essential personnel to facilitate Standard Treatment 

Guidelines and National Essential Medicines. List have been handy in 40% of HF. 

Availability of medicines, evident with massive stock-out levels, is a predominant 

problem. The greater faraway a health facility, the more stock-outs have been 

observed. Mean availability of 26 tracer drugs in all health services of Dodoma 

place was once 53.4% with a widespread variability between sorts of health 

facilities. Corresponding suggest inventory outs charges in all amenities had been in 

the order of 47%. 

2.5 Research Gap 

The review of the literature which is described in this chapter has shown that 

customer satisfaction in the health sector is very crucial and vital (Babakus & 

Mangold, 2013). These scholars have generally agreed that marketing mix includes 

several elements, namely the People, Product, Price, Promotion, Process, Place, and 
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Physical evidence. While the literature maintains this, research done in Tanzania by 

Khamis (2014) shows that there are several complains of dissatisfaction among 

customers. However, no study has been conducted since then to explain why there 

are such complaints among customers. In particular, no study looked at the impact of 

marketing mix strategies towards satisfactions of patients in the context of the public 

hospitals in Dodoma Region of Tanzania.  

2.6 Conceptual Framework  

The conceptual frame work is presented by indicating the relationship between and 

among variables, it is used to present the way these variables relate to each other and 

its effects in the dependent variables as indicated in Figure 1.  

Independent Variables                      
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Source: Researcher (2019) 

Figure 1: Conceptual Framework for the Study 
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The conceptual framework presented in Figure 1 describes the relationship which 

exists between and among variables. As it has been illustrated through the reviewed 

literature, Marketing Mix comprises of seven decisions which should be considered 

before launching a product. Firms are suggested to develop targeted approach on 

different components that are important for the firms, these are People, Product, 

Price, Promotion, Process, Place, and Physical evidence. All these seven variables 

are important to help the firm in developing strategic decisions that are necessary for 

competitive advantage. The main objective of this research is to describe the 

importance of relationship of various components of marketing mix for attaining 

competitive advantage in market but, because of limited scope, only three aspects of 

relationship are described here.  

As illustrated through the conceptual framework above, the independent variables of 

this study are namely: 

Health distribution strategy, this involves on how clinic services are dispersed up 

to community level, availability of e health systems and convenient opening hours of 

health facility. 

Health process strategy, this includes short waiting time undertaken by the patient 

at the facility before accessing services, patients being able to provide their feedback 

and confidentiality during service delivery. 

Health personnel strategy, it focuses on responsiveness in service delivery, how 

staff possess good knowledge, dignity and respect when attending patients and 

overall quality of services. 

Dependent variable in this study was Patient satisfaction which was measured by 

asking the level of satisfaction by using five point - likert scale questions. The 

question intended to explore patient‟s satisfaction using the following indicators; 

medicine availability, good communication, price of the services and customer 

retention. 

All the above have an influence on customers‟ satisfaction. However, these were just 

hypotheses that required an empirical verification though research. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESEARCH METHODODOLOGY 

3.1 Overview  

This chapter presents the methodology used in this study. Included in the chapter are 

the study area, research design, study population, sample size and sampling 

techniques, data collection methods and data analysis, validity and reliability and 

finally ethical consideration.  

The chapter, therefore, contains sub-sections titled section 3.2 which describes the 

study area, section 3.3 which describes the research design, section 3.5 which 

describes the sample of the study and sample size, section 3.6 describes the data 

collection procedures, section 3.7 data analysis, section 3.8 validity and reliability, 

while section 3.9 presents the ethical issues considered in the study. 

3.2 Study Area  

The study was conducted in one of the public health facilities in Dodoma City. The 

selection of the study area followed from the fact that it is the capital city of the 

country and that nearly all government offices are situated in the city and, thus, the 

population of Dodoma represent a good mixture of respondents required in this 

study. This is to say that the health seekers in the hospitals around the city include 

public officials, traders, farmers, etc. who are required in the study. This observation 

is pertinent to the increase in the population which contributes to increased pressure 

on the available health facilities. General hospital was purposely selected due to the 

rate of patients who attend the hospital and the sense of patients‟ increase while the 

rate of service is slow to cope with such increase in patients. 

3.3 Research Design    

The study used a case study design, which is going to be used in investigating 

individuals, group and the fact based on the certain event. The case study design was 

selected because of availability of data. Through this design, the researcher was free 

in collecting information in a more detailed way at the study area, according to 

(Creswell, 2012), a study design provide some flexibility in data collection in a 

relatively short time. Similarly it gives more room for the researcher to control the 

research process.  
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3.4 Study Population 

A target population is basically associated with the entire set of units which indicates 

the lists of cases which the study expect to obtain a sample for making inferences 

(Maxwell, 2006), This study population targeted all patients who attends Dodoma 

Regional Hospital. 

3.5 Sample Size and Sampling Techniques  

3.5.1 Sample Size  

The sample size is defined as a group of individuals designed to represent the study 

population, in which information of interest was collected by the researcher 

(Malhotra, 2010).  

Sample size estimation 

n=     N/1+N (e*e) 

Where N= Target population, in this case, 3,249 patients from the CTC registry 

attended in Dodoma Referral Hospital (CTC unit-Dodoma Referrals Hospital, 2019) 

e= margin of error, which is 0.05 

n= 3249/1+3249(0.05*0.05) 

n= 356   

Therefore, from the above estimations, the sample size is 356 patients whereby 

consent to participate was obtained among patients who attended CTC clinic. 

Between 1
st
– 30

th
 September 2019. 

3.5.2 Sampling Procedures  

Simple random sampling technique was used to select the sample size among clients 

who attended CTC units from 1st– 30th September 2010 using the clinic registry. 

This type of sampling is also known chance sampling or probability sampling where 

each item of the population has an equal chance of inclusion and each one of the 

possible samples, in case of finite universe, has the same probability of being 

selected (Kothari, 2004). Lottery technique was used to select 356 adults 

respondents from the clinic registry, eligible participants were recruited 

consecutively into the study until the desired sample size was attained. 
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3.5.2.1 Inclusion Criteria 

All patients who visited Dodoma Hospital and who were above 15 years old met 

during conducting this study. 

3.5.2.2 Exclusion Criteria 

All those patients below 15 years old and supporters of the sick or caregivers who 

visited the hospital during the course of this study. Also, those who did not show 

consent to participate in this study were excluded. 

3.6 Data Collection Tools and Methods  

The researcher considered both primary and secondary data sources whereby semi-

structured questionnaire, observation, and interviews were used to collect primary 

data while desk review was used to collect secondary data. 

3.6.1 Secondary Data 

Observational Study has been carried and secondary data has been gathered from the 

Care and Treatment Clinic (CTC) hospital team members, to study the present 

marketing mix strategy adopted by the facility. 

3.6.2 Primary Data   

Semi-structured questionnaire was used to obtain the required information from the 

patients invited in this study. The study applied 5 point scale structured 

questionnaire which is easy to read and provide response accurately. 

3.6.3 Data Collection Procedure   

Both primary and secondary data were collected from 1
st
– 30

th
 September 2019. 

Primary data were collected using structured interview schedule with closed ended 

questions. The data collection tools were developed in English and translated in 

Kiswahili. The questionnaire was made to capture various variables to answer 

research questions. 

3.7 Variables 

3.7.1 Dependent Variable 

The dependent variable was patient satisfaction among clients attending at Care and 

Treatment Centre (CTC) at the Dodoma Regional Hospital 
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3.7.2 Independent Variables 

Independent variables in this study were socio demographic characteristics (Age, 

education level, marital status, parity and occupation) and selected parameters 

measured by Health Services Marketing Mix (health distribution strategy, health 

process strategy and health personnel strategy) being the set of tools available at the 

Dodoma regional Hospital to shape the nature of its offer to customers. 

3.8 Research Assistants Training   

Two research assistants were provided with two days of training on research 

objectives, administering research tools and research ethics. The selection of the 

research assistants was based on previous experiences in data collection and post-

secondary educations whereas these research assistants were hired for data 

collection in Dodoma Referral Hospital at Care and Treatment unit. 

3.9 Pre-Testing Questionnaires 

The questionnaires for data collection was pre tested at one of the health centre in 

within Dodoma Municipal to ensure data collection tools, specifically questions 

were clear and well understood to gather all information required for the study, 

thereafter reliability and validity of the measurers were tested, The questions showed 

uncertainty during pre-testing returned to the researcher and modified as per the 

requirement. In this case the reliability and Validity of the measures are narrated 

below. 

3.10 Data Analysis 

Analysis of data includes several related processes which are done with purpose of 

briefing the generated data and arrange them in a way that they provide answers to 

the research question(s). This research employed both quantitative and qualitative 

data and was compiled and analyzed by Statistical Package for Social Science 

(SPSS) version 21.0 software. The study applied descriptive analysis, which used 

frequency and percentages.  

It was used to analyze the information by employing multiple regression methods to 

present the association between independent and dependent variable. The research 

model was multiple regression models as indicated below. 
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Y=α+β1X1+β2X2+β3X3+ε 

Where;   

Y= patient satisfaction 

α = intercept 

ε is the error term 

β1, β2, β3 are regression coefficients  

X1 = health distribution strategy 

X2= health process strategy 

X3=health personnel strategy 

Statistical data analysis was made using the Statistical Package for social sciences 

(SPSS) version 20. All likelihoods were two-tailed and p values <0.05 were stared 

as significant. Descriptive statistics was done to observe frequencies, Mean and 

Standard Deviation for demographic characteristics of respondents (sex, education 

level, age group and marital status). Also, inferential statistics was done for analysis 

of the objectives. Factor analysis was used to deduct the variables from likert scales 

and obtain the grouped set of parameters representing patient level of satisfaction, 

the effect of health distribution strategy, effect of health process strategy and effect 

of health personnel strategy. 

Linear regression model were used for analyzing objectives, whereas simple linear 

regression used to analyze effect of health distribution strategy on patient 

satisfaction, the effect of process strategy on patients‟ satisfaction and the effect of 

personnel strategy on patient‟s satisfaction. 

Objective one: Effect of health distribution strategy on patients‟ satisfaction 

      Y= α+β1 X1 +ε 

Whereas Y= patient satisfaction 

X1 = Effect of health distribution strategy. 

The health distribution strategies evaluated here included physical accessibility, 

availability of e health systems and convenient opening hours of health facility. 

All probabilities were two-tailed and p values <0.05 were regarded as significant. 

Both descriptive and inferential statistics were used in quantitative data analysis. 
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Objective two: Effect of process strategy on patients‟ satisfaction 

      Y= α+β2 X2+ε 

Whereas Y= patient satisfaction 

X2 = Effect of process strategy. 

The indicators of process strategy were short waiting time undertaken by the patient 

at the facility before accessing services, patients being able to provide their feedback 

and confidentiality during service delivery. 

 

Objective three: Effect of personnel strategy on patients‟ satisfaction 

      Y= α+β3 X3+ε 

Whereas Y= patient satisfaction 

X3 = Effect of personnel strategy 

Whereas ε is the error term 

  β1, β2, β3 are regression coefficients. 

Multiple regressions were used to analyze the impact of marketing mix strategies on 

patients‟ satisfaction as: 

Y= α +β1X1+ β2X2+ β3X3+ ε 

Whereas Y= patient satisfaction 

X1 = Effect of health distribution strategy. 

X2 = Effect of process strategy. 

X3 = Effect of personnel strategy 

The indicators here were responsiveness in service delivery, how staff possess good 

knowledge, dignity and respect when attending patients and overall quality of 

services. Those variables with highly missing values are dropped from being 

considered in the analysis. 
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3.11 Reliability and Validity of the Measures  

3.11.1 Reliability  

The reliability is the ability of research instrument to regularly measure 

characteristics of interest over the specified time (Mugenda, 2003). This represents 

the degree to which research instrument expected to be repeated after trials and 

expected to provide constant results. The test of the reliability of the research 

instrument was run by the use of Cronbach Alpha Coefficient. The Cronbach alpha 

ranges between 0 and 1 and the value of 0.7 or more was considered in this test.  

3.11.2 Validity 

Validity can be defined as a degree in which relevant evidence and theory are used 

to build this study through the understanding of test scores that was used in this 

study (Neil, 2009). This study was used content validity and related constant 

validity. This is related to the way concepts are organized and measure what 

supposed to measure during data collection. This study achieved the validity 

through data collection from relevant respondents. The validity was adequately 

based on the sample that was used as patients.  

3.12 Reliability 

Generally, many quantities of interest in social sciences and other field, such as 

patients‟ satisfaction, are impossible to measure explicitly. In such cases, we ask a 

series of questions and combine the answers into a single numerical value. However, 

when items are used to form a scale they need to have internal consistency. In this 

study Cronbach‟s alpha was computed to examine internal consistency or reliability 

of our instrument. It measures how well a set of variables or items measures a single, 

one-dimensional latent aspect of individuals. The Cronbach‟s alpha values ranges 

from 0 to 1, and the values above 0.7 represent an acceptable level of internal 

Reliability (Cortina, 1993) 

3.12.1 Factor Analysis 

Factor analysis is a group of analytical techniques used for different purposes such 

as data reduction, development and evaluation of tests and scales (Tabachnick, B.G. 

& Fidell, L.S., 2007). There are two approaches of factor analysis namely 

exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis. An exploratory factor analysis (EFA) 

https://explorable.com/operationalization
https://explorable.com/internal-consistency-reliability
https://explorable.com/research-variables
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determines the relationship among a set of given parameters or variables, and the 

confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) is used to test specific hypotheses or theories 

about the structure of the underlying latent parameters or variables. In this study, 

both exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis were used. Exploratory factor 

analysis was used to determine the interrelationship between given parameters or 

variables measuring patients‟ satisfaction. The technique helped to reduce the set of 

variables into small number of components (Factors) to be used for further analysis. 

On the other hand, the CFA was used to confirm a hypothesized factor structure of 

the given marketing mix strategies. 

The suitability of data for factor analysis was done through Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin 

(KMO) which determine the sampling adequacy and Bartlett‟s test and strength of 

similarities between parameters or given variables. This was done in order to see if 

the data were good for factor analysis. The KMO value which go above 0.5 indicates 

a good quality data for factor (Kaiser, 1970). The Bartlett‟s test of sphericity on the 

other hand, tests the null hypothesis that the original correlation matrix (R-matrix) of 

the test variables is an identity matrix, which implies that there is no correlation 

between test variables (Field, 2009:660). The literature shows that for factor analysis 

to work, some relationships between tests variables are required (Pallant, 2011) 

3.12.2 Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) 

Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) is a multivariate technique, which estimates a 

series of inter-related dependence relationships simultaneously. The term Structural 

Equation Modeling conveys that the causal processes under study are represented by 

a series of structural (i.e. regression) equations that can be modeled pictorially to 

enable a clearer conceptualization of the study. The hypothesized model can be 

tested statistically in simultaneous analysis of the entire system of variables to 

determine the extent to which it is consistent with the data.  

If the goodness-of-fit is adequate, the model argues for the plausibility of postulated 

relations among the variables. In SEM, there are two models: the Measurement 

model and the structural model. The measurement model defines relations between 

the observed and unobserved variables. It provides the link between scores on a 

measuring instrument (i.e. the observed indicator variables) and the underlying 
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constructs they are designed to measure. The measurement model represents 

therefore the Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA), in that it specifies the pattern by 

which each measure loads on a particular factor. It concentrates on validating the 

model and does not explain the relationships between constructs. It represents how 

the measured variables come together to represent constructs and is used for 

validation and reliability checks. In other words CFA is a way of testing how well 

the measured variables represent a particular construct. 

On the other hand, the structural model expresses the relationship among the 

unobserved variables. Accordingly, it specifies how particular latent variables 

directly or indirectly influence (i.e. cause‟) changes in the values of certain other 

latent variables in the model. Therefore, it is concerned with how constructs are 

associated with each other and are used for hypotheses testing. In this study 

structural model was used to assess the impact of marketing mix strategies and 

patients‟ satisfaction since both marketing mix strategies and patients satisfaction 

were unobserved variables. 

3.12.3 Model Evaluation Criteria: Goodness of Fit 

The foremost interest in Structural Equation Modeling is the way by which a 

hypothesized model “fits”, or in other description, it explains in adequacy 

adequately the sample data used. In principle evaluation of a model fit should be 

done from a various dimensions and be based on various principles that evaluates 

model fit from a diversity of perspectives. The model fitting process it takes into 

account assessing the goodness-of fit between the hypothesized model and the 

sampled data. Goodness of fit (GOF) shows how good the used model reproduces 

the noticed covariance matrix between the indicator items (i.e. the similarity of the 

noticed or observed and estimated covariance matrices).  

As such, several ways of GOF measures are available to the researcher. Each GOF 

measure is unique, and they are grouped into three general groups: absolute 

measures, incremental measures, and parsimony fit measures. For all goodness of fit 

measures, statistics are shown continuously, with the independence model (a model 

in which all similarities between elements/variables are equal to zero) as the most 

limited model and the saturated model (just identified model) as the least limited 
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one. The hypothesized model lies in between. In another meaning it is that once the 

specified model is approximated, model fit collate the theory to reality by assessing 

the resemblance of the approximated covariance matrix (theory) to reality (the 

observed covariance matrix). If the theory is absolute, the noticed and approximated 

covariance matrices would be similar. The values of any GOF measure the outcome 

from a mathematical collation of these two matrices. When the value of the two 

matrices is very close to one another then the model is said to be fit. Below is the 

explanation of the goodness-of–fit indicators used to judge model fitness in 

Structural Equation Modeling. 

3.12.4 Chi - Square ( ) Goodness of Fit 

In this study a test was done to evaluate accordance between theoretical and 

empirical data in structural equation modelling was the chi-square. By default, the 

null hypothesis of structural equation modelling shows the noticed sample and 

structural equation modelling approximated covariance are similar, meaning ideal 

fit. So with this analysis when the outcome of chi-square when is below 5 it suggests 

an allowable match between the hypothetical model and the data sampled (Bentler, 

1989) 

3.12.5 The Goodness-of-fit Index (GFI & AGFI) 

The first systemized fit index (Joreskog, K. G. & Sorbom, D., 1981), was the GFI. 

This is equal to R
2
 which is the squared multiple correlation with disregard that the 

GFI is a type of matrix proportion of elaborated variance. If the GFI is equal to 1.0 

this shows ideal model fit, GFI is less than 0.90 this shows good fit, and very poor 

fit is when values are near to values near to 0. Nevertheless, GFI values can be 

beyond the span of 0.0 –1.0. If the values are more than 1.0 it can be seen with just 

identified models or with over identified models with the almost perfect fit; when 

the sampled space is very small negative values can easily happen or when fit model 

is very poor. 

The identified fit index (AGFI; (Joreskog & Sorbom,1981), the indicator is the one 

which was initially connected with AMOS. It rectifies going down the value of the 

GFI in regard on of the model complexity; this is because there is a more reduction 

for many complex models. The AGFI alter the number of degree of freedom in the 

2 / df
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specific model this marks the difference with GFI. The GFI and AGFI can be said to 

as absolute indices. The parsimony goodness-of-fit index (PGFI); Mulaik et al 

(1989) rectify the value of the GFI by element that shows model complexity, but it is 

sensitive to size of the model. 

3.12.6 Normed Fit Index (NFI) 

The NFI is one of the initial incremental fit indices brought by Bentler (1980). It can 

be explained as the ratio of the dissimilarity in the  value for the fitted model and 

the null model divided by the value for the null model. It is a span between zero 

and one. If a normed fit index of 1 shows perfect fit. 

3.12.7 Comparative Fit Index (CFI) 

The CFI is an incremental fit index that is an allowed version of the NFI (Bentler, 

1989). The CFI is standardized so that values span between zero and one, with more 

values showing better fit. Because the CFI has more sensible properties, including 

its relative, but not complete, insensitivity to model complexity, it is the most 

commonly used indices. CFI values higher than 0.90 they are mostly related with a 

model that fits well. But an adjusted cut off value near to 0.95 was proposed by (Hu, 

& Bentler, 1999). 

3.12.8 Relative Fit Index (RFI) 

The relative Fit Index (RFI); (Bollen, 1986), shows an imitative of the NFI; as with 

both the NFI and CFI, the RFI coefficient values span from zero to one with values 

near to one suggesting superior fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999). 

3.12.9 Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) 

Root Mean Square Error Approximation (RMSEA) it was initially suggested by 

Steiger and Lind (1980). It is one of the commonly used measures that strive to 

rectify for the propensity of the GOF test statistic to nullify models with a big 

sample or a big number of noticed elements or variables. Thus it better shows how 

good a model fits a population and not only the sample used for estimation. Smaller 

RMSEA values shows good fit. Initially the research proposed the values of <0.05. 

(Hu, L.-t., & Bentler, 1999), have proposed value of <0.06 to be indicator of good 

fit. 

2

2
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3.12.10 Root Mean Square Residual (RMR) 

The Root Mean Square Residual shows the average residual value obtained from the 

filling of the variance- covariance matrix for the hypothesized model to the 

variance covariance matrix of the sample data ( ).Therefore, the RMR is the square 

root of the mean of the standardized residuals. Smaller RMR values shows good fit 

and bigger values shows worse fit. Agreed value of RMR is <0.02. 

3.13 Ethical Consideration 

Cohen et al (2000) argued that, research work should be governed by principles and 

procedures. The research proposal was sent to the Institution Research Review 

Board and Ethical clearance, and the Graduate Office at the University of Dodoma 

(UDOM) gave a research approval letter. Permission from the Dodoma referral 

Hospital administration office had to be obtained before embarking upon data 

collection. The permission was granted and the process of data collection began. 

During data collection activities, information was first provided to the respondents 

about the purpose of the study. Then they were asked if they were ready to 

participate in the study or not. It is when they accepted to participate that they were 

involved in the investigation, during data collection, the researcher tried his best to 

avoid any embarrassments to the respondents by making them feel free to provide 

information. The coding method and dissociation of respondent‟s names in the data 

collection tools were used to assure confidentiality and personal privacy. 

Throughout the study, confidentiality was preserved by the researcher ensuring that 

the information that perceived to be sensitive was carefully kept far from 

observation of unauthorized. 

  



S
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CHAPTER FOUR 

PRESENTATION OF RESEARCH FINDINGS 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the main findings of the study. The results are found after 

analysis of the data generated from the study area. The analysis aimed to determine 

the influence of marketing mix strategy on patient‟s satisfaction in Dodoma 

Regional hospital. The analysis is based on the three research questions which were 

formulated from the specific objectives of the study. 

Table 1: Demographic Characteristics of the Respondents 

Variables Frequency Percent 

Age       

18-20    7 1.96 

21-30  42 11.73 

31-40  88 24.58 

41-50 104 29.05 

51+ 117 32.68 

Gender     

Female 238 66.48 

Male 120 33.52 

Education level     

No formal education   54 15.08 

Adult education     3    0.84 

Primary 231  64.53 

Secondary   58 16.2 

Tertiary    12     3.35 

Marital Status     

Married  164 45.81 

Widow/widower    84 23.46 

Divorced/separated    70 19.55 

Single    38 10.61 

Cohabitation      2   0.56 
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In this study, a majority of the respondents were females while nearly a similar 

number of the respondents‟ level of education was the primary school (64%) This 

shows that the sample is a true representation of the health seekers in public 

hospitals whose majority are women with low earning and low living standard. This, 

therefore, gives confidence in the validity and reliability of the findings presented in 

this study.  

Further, a majority of the respondents in this study aged from 41 years and above 

while a significant minority aged below 40 years. First, a majority of aged people 

are prone to diseases and, thus, this is a large number of people who visit hospitals 

for treatment.  Second, the majority of aged people bear the responsibility of taking 

care of children; thus, the fact that the majority of aged people were found in 

hospitals could be because they are concerned with wellbeing of those who surround 

them. This observation is reinforced by the fact that the majority of respondents in 

this study were women who in most societies in Tanzania predominantly take care 

of families. 

As for the education level of the respondents, a majority of the respondents in this 

study had primary education. Several reasons could have contributed to this but two 

are worth mentioning here. First, a majority of the people of lower levels of 

education tend to depend on government hospitals because the services offered are 

cheap for them following the fact that they have low purchasing capacity. Second, a 

majority of people of low education level live in areas with poor sanitation 

characteristics; thus, they are prone to diseases.  

4.2 Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) of Patients’ Satisfaction  

4.2.1 Compliance of Data for Factor Analysis 

The suitability of data for factor analysis was done through Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin 

(KMO) which determines the sampling adequacy and Bartlett‟s test and strength of 

similarities between parameters or given variables. Table 2 provides the results of 

the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy and Bartlett‟s test of 

sphericity. The obtained KMO value was 0.788, which is greater than the cut-off 

point of 0.5. This is indication of high sampling adequacy of the data for factor 

analysis. In the other perspective the documented significant value of Bartlett‟s tests 
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at <0.001, shows that the original R-matrix is remarkable unlike from an identity 

matrix. These findings explain that there are some associations between test 

variables of the patients‟ satisfaction and that the data is good for factor analysis. 

Table 2: Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy and Bartlett’s 

Test 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy 0.788 

Bartlett‟s Test of Sphericity Chi square value 494.055 

Df 36 

P-Value <0.0001 

 

4.2.2 Communalities After Extraction 

Communalities provide details on how much variance in each item is elaborated by 

the component and a value smaller than 0.3 could show that a particular item does 

not fit well with other items in its component (Field, 2005). Eleven items were used 

to show patients‟ satisfaction. But during the extraction of the factor analysis, two 

items were removed in the analysis because of having the communality less than 0.3. 

After taking away variables with communality smaller than 0.3, the communalities 

after extraction spanned between 0.39 and 0.689, which are all higher the cut-off 

point of 0.3 (Table 3). 
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Table 3: Communalities After Extraction 

 Communalities Initial Extraction 

The health care issue that brought me to the hospital was 

addressed to my satisfaction 1 0.517 

Staff at care and treatment has given me proper 

medications as prescribed 1 0.618 

Staff at care and treatment has good communication and 

information skills 1 0.464 

I felt my concerns were heard, and I received answers to 

my questions 1 0.434 

I was cared for promptly at the care and treatment center 1 0.647 

Where fees applied I was informed of them in advance 1 0.689 

Whenever I have  laboratory tests, results are given timely 1 0.39 

The service/care provided was valuable to improving my 

health 1 0.7 

The educational information I received was helpful. 1 0.624 

 

4.2.3 Factor Extraction 

Table 4 revealed a list of eigenvalues related with each factor before and after 

extraction and after rotation. Before extraction, the analysis recognized 9 linear 

components within the data set. The eigenvalues are related with each factor 

indicating the amount of the total variance elaborated by that specific linear 

component (factor) (Pallant, 2011). The analysis then extract factors with 

eigenvalues of 1.0 and more on regard with Kaiser‟s recommendation of which un-

rotated factor solution retained three (3) factors which explained 56% of the total 

variance. The first factor accounted for about 32%, the second factor explained 13% 

of the total variance and the third factor explained 11% of the variance in the 

dataset. In part three of the Table 4 labeled “rotation sums of squared loadings”, 

eigenvalues of factors after Varimax rotation are shown. The Varimax was taken 

with the supposition that the extracted factors are connected. Rotation has the 

consequence of optimizing the factor structure and one consequence for the data set 

is that the relative importance of the obtained factors is equalized. Before rotation, 

factor 1 accounted for considerably more variance (32%) compared to the second 
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factor (13%) and the third factor 11. However, after rotation, factor 1 considered for 

19 .7 % of variance which is not much different from that of second factor (18.7 %) 

and the third factor (18.1%). This shows that the comparative significance of the 3 

factors has been equalized after rotation. 

Table 4: Number of Components (Factors) Extracted and Their Total 

Variance Explains 

Total Variance Explained 

C
o
m

p
o
n
en

t 

Initial Eigenvalues 

Extraction Sums of 

Squared Loadings 

Rotation Sums of Squared 

Loadings 

Total 

% of 

Variance 

Cumulative 

% Total 

% of 

Variance 

Cumulative 

% Total 

% of 

Variance 

Cumulative 

% 

1 2.889 32.105 32.105 2.889 32.105 32.105 1.772 19.687 19.687 

2 1.166 12.953 45.058 1.166 12.953 45.058 1.680 18.672 38.359 

3 1.028 11.419 56.477 1.028 11.419 56.477 1.631 18.118 56.477 

4 0.785 8.725 65.201       

5 0.750 8.329 73.530       

6 0.691 7.679 81.209       

7 0.650 7.225 88.434       

8 0.556 6.181 94.615       

9 0.485 5.385 100.000       

 

4.3 Indicators of Patients’ Satisfaction Components (Factors) 

The results of EFA shown in Table 5 showed that the nine variables measuring the 

patients‟ satisfaction can be represented by three factors. The factor loadings of the 

obtained factors and their respective indicators after Varimax rotation are presented 

in Table 5. Since all factor loadings are more than 0.5 it can be concluded that each 

factor is more related with its indicators. The first factor (Patient satisfaction toward 

quality of care provided at care and treatment unit (PS1)) consisted of three 

indicators as indicated in the tables.  
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Factor 2 (Patient satisfaction towards systems and processes at the care and 

treatment unit (PS2)) also had three indicators as indicated in the table.  Factor 3 

(Patient satisfaction towards service provider – patient communication at care and 

treatment unit (PS3)) consisted of three indicators as also indicated in the table  

Table 5: The components (Factors) of the Patients’ Satisfaction and Their 

Corresponding Loading 

Rotated Component Matrix 

  

Component 

PS1 PS2 PS3 

The health care issue that brought me to the 

hospital was addressed to my satisfy 0.589887     

The service/care provided was valuable to 

improving my health 0.82049     

Staff at care and treatment has given me proper 

medications as prescribed 0.770192     

Whenever I have  laboratory results are given 

timely   0.674663   

I was cared for promptly at the care and 

treatment center   0.604434   

Where fees applied I was informed of them in 

advance   0.827413   

The educational information I received was 

helpful.     0.781453 

I felt my concerns were heard, and I received 

answers to my questions     0.555876 

Staff at Care and treatment has good 

communication and information skills     0.777794 

 

4.4 Reliability of the Analysis 

The consistency analysis was done to see the credibility of the data. In this case, the 

Cronbach‟s alpha was computed to inspect the internal reliability. Table 6 shows the 

Cronbachs alpha values and the number of items joined for each factor. The 
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Cronbach‟s alpha values ranged from 0.799 to 0.923. This indicates that a high level 

of internal consistency for our scale since they are greater than 0.7. 

Table 6: The Cronbach’s alpha values and the number of items for each factor 

Factor Number of items Cronbach’s alpha 

Marketing mix Strategies 

Health Distribution Strategy (HDS) 4 0.908 

Health Process Strategy (HPS) 4 0.799 

Health Personnel Strategy (HPES) 4 0.923 

Patients Satisfaction 

PS1 3 0.843 

PS2 3 0.900 

PS3 3 0.849 

 

4.5 Results of Confirmatory Factor Analysis of Marketing Mix Strategies 

As presented in the methodology section, confirmatory factor analysis was used to 

confirm a hypothesized factor structure of the marketing mix strategies. The results 

of the initially hypothesized factor structures are presented in the appendix using 

Figure 3 and Table 9. But it was noted that the association between Health 

Distribution Strategy (HDS) and q211 was not significant (p=0.443). Similarly, no 

significant (p=0.115) association between health process strategy (HPS) and q221 

was observed. Hence, the hypothesized factor structure of the marketing mix 

strategies was modified by removing q211 and q221 from the initial hypothesized 

factor structure. Figure 1 displays the results of the final confirmatory factor analytic 

model marketing mix strategies.  
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Figure 2: Results of CFA of Marketing Mix Strategies 

4.6 Assessing Structural Model Fitness of the CFA for Marketing mix 

Strategies 

Table 7 provides the results of several indices used to access the goodness fit of the 

CFA of marketing mix strategies. The obtained measurement model fit indicated 

that the chi-square/df ratio was 2.714, which was lower than the recommended value 

(5.0) for the best model fit. The Goodness of Fit index (GFI) value is 0.952 which is 

above the recommended value of above 0.90. The Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index 

(AGFI) is 0.918 which is beyond the recommended value of 0.90. The Relative Fit 

index (RFI) is 0.934, which is also above the suggested level of higher than 0.90. In 

addition, the RMSEA value (0.028) was also down the suggested limit of 0.05, and 

Root Mean Square Residual (RMR=0.008) is also well below the recommended 
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limit of 0.02. Hence one can conclude that the modified hypothesized factor 

structure of the marketing mix strategies model fits the data reasonably.  

Table 7: Fit Statistics of the CFA for Marketing Mix Strategies 

Fit statistic Recommended Obtained 

  - 86.841 

 Df - 32 

 /df <5 2.714 

GFI >0.90 0.952 

AGFI >0.90 0.918 

NFI >0.90 0.925 

RFI >0.90 0.934 

CFI >0.90 0.889 

RMSEA <0.05 0.028 

RMR <0.02 0.008 

Source: collected data 

 

4.7 Testing Structural Relationships in CFA for Marketing Mix Strategies 

Table 8 shows the unstandardized parameter estimates and the associated p-value for 

the structural relationship between the latent variables (marketing mix strategies) 

and the observed variables. All structural relationships were significant; hence, the 

modified hypothesized factor structure of the marketing mix strategies model was 

used for further analysis of the assessment of the impact of marketing mix strategies 

on patients‟ satisfaction. 

2

2
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Table 8: Unstandardized Parameter Estimates of CFA for Marketing mix 

Strategies 

Observed 

Variable  

Latent 

construct 

Estimate 

( ) 

Standard 

Error 

Critical 

Ratio 

P-

Value 

Q214 <--- HDS 0.308 0.068 4.535 <0.001 

Q213 <--- HDS 0.316 0.071 4.451 <0.001 

Q212 <--- HDS -0.224 0.04 -5.665 <0.001 

Q224 <--- HPS 1.012 0.16 6.313 <0.001 

Q223 <--- HPS 2.818 0.229 12.291 <0.001 

Q222 <--- HPS 5.308 0.363 14.633 <0.001 

Q234 <--- HPES 0.998 0.125 7.983 <0.001 

Q233 <--- HPES 1.151 0.133 8.64 <0.001 

Q232 <--- HPES 1.208 0.116 10.395 <0.001 

Q231 <--- HPES 0.775 0.135 5.742 <0.001 

 

4.8 The Structural Equation Model for the Impact of Marketing Mix 

Strategies on Patients’ Satisfaction  

As described in the methodology section, the structural equation model was used to 

assess the impact of marketing mix strategies on patients‟ satisfaction in public 

hospitals in Tanzania. The full structural equation model was considered and the 

hypotheses to be tested relates to the pattern of the causal structure linking several 

variables that bear on the construct of patients‟ satisfaction with the marketing mix 

strategies. Figure 3 shows the systematized approximates of the fitted structural 

equation model. 
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Figure 3: Results the SEM for the impact of marketing mix strategies on 

patient satisfaction 

4.9 Assessing Structural Model Fitness 

Several fit indices were used to access the goodness of fit of the fitted structural 

equation model. Table 9 provides an overview of the model fit. The computed 

measurement model fit indices showed that the chi-square/df ratio was 2.532, which 

was lower than the recommended value (5.0) for the best measurement model fit. 

The other different common model-fit measures used to assess the models overall 

goodness of fit as explained earlier are also shown in Table 7. The Goodness of Fit 

Index (GFI) value is 0.902 as against the recommended value of above 0.90.  The 

Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index (AGFI) is 0.970 which is beyond the recommended 

value of 0.90. The Relative Fit index (RFI), and Comparative Fit index (CFI), are 

0.923 and 0.909 respectively as it is above the suggested level of higher than 0.90. In 
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addition, the RMSEA value is 0.047 and is well down the suggested limit of 0.05, 

and Root Mean Square Residual (RMR=0.018) is also well down the suggested limit 

of 0.02. Hence, it is concluded that the suggested research model fits the data 

reasonably.  

Table 9: Fit Statistics of the SEM for the Impact of Marketing Mix Strategies 

on Patient Satisfaction 

Fit statistic Recommended Obtained 

  - 362.022 

 Df - 143 

 /df <5 2.532 

GFI >0.90 0.902 

AGFI >0.90 0.970 

NFI >0.90 0.870 

RFI >0.90 0.923 

CFI >0.90 0.909 

RMSEA <0.05 0.047 

RMR <0.02 0.018 

 

4.10 Testing Structural Relationships 

The hypothesized research model exhibited good fit with observed data as 

mentioned above. Of greater interest for the structural model is the path estimates 

and variance explained (R
2
) in each dependent variable. In our cases, the  dependent 

variables included in our were : Patients‟ satisfaction toward the quality of care 

provided at care and treatment unit(PS1), Patients‟ satisfaction towards systems and 

processes at the care and treatment unit(PS2) and patients‟ satisfaction towards 

service provider – patient communication at care and treatment unit(PS3). The 

parameter estimates together with a significant level of the fitted structural equation 

model are presented in Table 8. The results of the SEM revealed that patients‟ 

satisfaction toward the quality of care provided at the care and treatment unit was 

positively significantly associated with health process strategy (HPS) ( 1.257, 

p<0.001). This means that a unit increase in health process strategy is associated 

2

2
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with an increase of patients‟ satisfaction toward the quality of the care provided at 

care and treatment unit by 1.257 unit. No significant influence of health distribution 

strategy (HDS) ( -0.007, p=0.606) and health personnel strategy (HPES) (

0.17, p=0.133) on patients‟ satisfaction toward the quality of care provided at care 

and treatment unit was observed.  

The R
2
 of for PS1 was 0.388, which implies that, the three components of marketing 

mix strategies included in the model all altogether explain about 39 % of the 

variability of the patients‟ satisfaction towards the quality of care provided at care 

and treatment unit. On the other hand, health process strategy (HPS) had a 

significant positive influence on patients‟ satisfaction towards systems and processes 

at the care and treatment unit (PS2) ( 3.409, p<0.001). But the influence of 

health distribution strategy (HDS) ( -0.058, p=0.473) and health personnel 

strategy (PES) ( 0.172, p=0.32) on patients‟ satisfaction towards systems and 

processes at the care and treatment unit was not significant.  

The R
2
 of the model was 0.94, which implies that, the included variable of 

marketing mix strategies accounted for 94% of the information of patients‟ 

satisfaction towards systems and processes at the care and treatment unit. Similarly, 

patients‟ satisfaction towards service provider – patient communication at care and 

treatment unit (PS3) was observed to be significantly positive influence by health 

process strategy (HPS) ( 0.755, p<0.001) and health personnel strategy (PES) (

0.228, p=0.006). But health distribution strategy (HDS) ( 0.021, p=0.478) 

was not a significant predictor of patients‟ satisfaction towards service provider – 

patient communication at the care and treatment unit. It was noted that marketing 

mix strategies explained about 39% of the variability of the patients‟ satisfaction 

towards service provider – patient communication at the care and treatment unit 

(R
2
=0.388).  
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Table 10: Unstandardized Parameter Estimate of SEM for the impact of 

marketing mix strategies on patient satisfaction 

Satisfaction 
 

Strategies Estimate 
Standard 

Error 

Critical 

Ration 
P-Value 

R
2
 

PS1 

<--- HDS -0.007 0.013 -0.516 0.606 0.388 

<--- HPS 1.257 0.286 4.391 <0.001 

<--- HPES 0.17 0.113 1.503 0.133 

PS2 

 

<--- HDS -0.058 0.081 -0.718 0.473 0.94 

<--- HPS 3.409 0.614 5.553 <0.001 

<--- HPES 0.172 0.173 0.995 0.32 

PS3 

<--- HDS 0.021 0.029 0.709 0.478 0.388 

<--- HPS 0.755 0.169 4.459 <0.001 

<--- HPES 0.228 0.084 2.728 0.006 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

DISCUSSIONS OF THE RESEARCH FINDINGS 

5.1 Introduction  

This chapter discusses the findings of the study. In the discussion, references are 

drawn from different sources and theories reviewed and described in this study. The 

discussion follows and observes the three objectives that this study is built on. This 

chapter, therefore, consists of three important sections. Section 5.2 discusses the 

findings of research objective one, section 5.3 discusses the findings of research 

objective two, and section 5.4 discusses the findings of research objective three.  

Generally, the results of EFA presented in Table 5 in chapter four of this study 

showed that the nine variables measuring the patients‟ satisfaction can be 

represented by three factors. The factor loadings of the obtained factors and their 

respective indicators after Varimax rotation are presented in Table 5. Since all factor 

loadings are more than 0.5 it can be said that each factor is more related to its 

indicators. (Patient satisfaction toward the quality of care provided at care and 

treatment unit (PS1)) consisted of three indicators: the health care issue that brought 

me to the hospital was addressed to my satisfaction, the service/care provided was 

valuable to improving my health, and staff at care and treatment have given me 

proper medications as prescribed.  

5.2 The Effect of Personnel Strategy on Patients’ Satisfaction at Care and 

Treatment Center in Dodoma Regional Hospital 

In this study, patients‟ satisfaction towards service provider – patient communication 

at care and treatment unit (PS3) was observed to be significantly positive influenced 

by health process strategy (HPS) ( 0.755, p<0.001) and health personnel strategy 

(PES) ( 0.228, p=0.006). It was noted that marketing mix strategies explained 

about 39% of the variability of the patients‟ satisfaction towards service provider – 

patient communication at care and treatment unit (R2=0.388). This calls for the need 

to have service providers who are very good at communication knowing that good 

communication contributes to the improved immune system of the patients. (Lee et 

al., 2015), reinforces this assertion with an argument that patients‟ satisfaction is 

connected to the wellbeing of the people. That there are common complaints of the 
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use of abusive language among health workers in Tanzania, it is high time now, as 

informed by this research, to have service providers who are skillful in 

communicating with patients. Afolabi et al (2012), sees satisfaction as an emotional 

reaction; therefore, service providers need to learn how to react to the emotions and 

also take some precautions to avoid provoking the patients. This is possible through 

in-service training and embedding communication skills courses specific for 

communicating with patients.  

Further analysis of the study findings leads to the conclusion that the practices and 

behavior of the staff employed in the health unit have a bearing on the satisfaction of 

the customers who visit the unit. This being the case, the authorities responsible 

need to regulate the practices and behaviors of the health personnel to achieve the 

overarching goals of achieving customers‟ satisfaction. This is possible through 

establishing policies and good management of the employees in a unit. This 

suggestion is consistent with the argument put forth by Morris, Jihangir and Sethi 

(2013) that the accomplishment of the patients‟ expectations depends on the 

personnel charged to accomplish them. Surur et al (2015), further cement the need to 

have close supervision in the health services as he argues that customers‟ 

satisfaction in the health service is achieved by the way services are delivered and 

handled. 

Personnel strategy is measured by responsiveness of the staff involved in provision 

of services, staff knowledge and dignity when attending patients, as per results of the 

study, patient‟s satisfaction is improved when there is improvement in personnel 

strategy therefore it is important to address and monitor all components of personnel 

strategy.  

5.3 The Effect of Health Distribution Strategy on Patients’ Satisfaction at 

Care and Treatment Center in Dodoma Regional Hospital 

The health distribution strategy (HDS) ( 0.021, p=0.478) was not a significant 

predictor of patients‟ satisfaction towards service provider. No significant influence 

of health distribution strategy (HDS) ( -0.007, p=0.606) and health personnel 

strategy (HPES) ( 0.17, p=0.133) on patients‟ satisfaction towards the quality of 

care provided at care and treatment unit was observed. The R
2
 of for PS1 was 0.388, 
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which implies that the three components of marketing mix strategies included in the 

model all altogether explain about 39 % of the variability of the patients‟ satisfaction 

towards the quality of care provided at care and treatment unit. The influence of 

health distribution strategy (HDS) ( -0.058, p=0.473) and health personnel 

strategy (PES) ( 0.172, p=0.32) on patients‟ satisfaction towards systems and 

processes at the care and treatment unit was not significant. The R
2
 of the model was 

0.94, which implies that the included variable of marketing mix strategies accounted 

for 94% of the information on patients‟ satisfaction towards systems and processes 

at the care and treatment unit. This finding gives an implication that what people 

need is good service and communication. This observation is reinforced by the fact 

that the health process strategy (HPS) had a significant positive influence on 

patients‟ satisfaction towards systems and processes at the care and treatment unit 

(PS2) ( 3.409, p<0.001). 

It is obvious to find people in Tanzania moving from one region to another or 

travelling a distant area to seek services in hospitals they believe to offer good 

services while leaving several hospitals close to their areas of residence. The fact 

that Dodoma Regional Hospital has many patients visiting it for treatment could be 

explained by this finding that the distribution of health care is not significant to 

satisfaction but the process strategy. Patients‟ experience of the services offered at a 

hospital is related to the provision of services regularly to generate positive 

expectation in the use of health care services. This is important to attract more 

customers and others tend to shift to other places. 

However, even though distribution was seen insignificant for customers‟ satisfaction 

in this study. It is important to consider it as an important aspect of development. 

People waste time seeking services in distant places and others get more weakened, 

or lose life as they travel a distant area. Hospitals must be located close to people 

and the process strategy is improved for their satisfaction. This suggestion is 

consistently reinforced in the literature. The health distribution is the provision of 

health services which are rationally measured in terms of the viability of the 

facilities and its accessibility dimension to patients. It must be easy to access at 

lower price rate (Law, et al, 2011). The distribution of health services is affected by 
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various factors which are ranged to patients, government and health care staffs. The 

distribution strategy must be formulated in such a way that must relate to the action 

and related gain in health services (Kagashe & Rwebangila, 2011). 

5.4 The Effect of Process Strategy on Patients’ Satisfaction at Care and 

Treatment center in Dodoma Regional Hospital 

This objective was defined by three factors, namely Factor 2 (Patient satisfaction 

towards systems and processes at the care and treatment unit (PS2)) also had three 

indicators (i.e. whenever I have laboratory tests, results are given timely, I was cared 

for promptly at the care and treatment center, and where fees applied I was informed 

of them in advance). Factor 3 (Patient satisfaction towards service provider – patient 

communication at care and treatment unit (PS3)) consisted of three indicators (The 

educational information I received was helpful; I felt my concerns were heard, and I 

received answers to my questions, and Staff at Care and treatment has good 

communication and information skills). This means that a unit increase in health 

process strategy is associated with an increase of patients‟ satisfaction toward the 

quality of care provided at the care and treatment unit by 1.257 unit. The literature 

has emphasized that the availability of crucial process keeps being a problem in 

many public health facilities in Tanzania. The process strategy is the source of 

insufficient budget provided to the central government (Sikika, 2011). Reading 

through the findings of this study, one would conclude that the practices and 

behavior of the staff employed in the health unit have a bearing on the satisfaction of 

the customers who visit the unit.  

This being the case, the authorities responsible need to regulate the practices and 

behaviors of the health personnel to achieve the overarching goals of achieving 

customers‟ satisfaction. This is possible through establishing policies and good 

management of the employees in a unit. This suggestion is consistent with the 

argument put forth by Morris, Jihangir and Sethi (2013) that the accomplishment of 

the patients‟ expectations depends on the personnel charged to accomplish them. 

Surur et al (2015), further cement the need to have close supervision in the health 

services as he argues that customers‟ satisfaction in the health service is achieved by 

the way services are delivered and handled. Reading through the literature, it seems 

that the process strategy tends to be a problem not in Tanzania only. Though 
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research shows that effective process strategy is the major source of high quality of 

services provided through hospitals (Oche, & Adamu, 2013), further studies show 

that process strategy, which generates longer waiting time have been the main 

problems which decrease patients‟ satisfaction. This is mostly experienced at the 

public hospitals in which services are not well accommodated to satisfy the patients 

(Assefa et al, 2011) 

From the study it can also be concluded that, hospitals need to have a mechanism by 

which patients will have a chance to provide feedback on the services they received 

and provide recommendation for improvement if any. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 Introduction  

This chapter presents conclusion, and recommendations based on empirical results 

of this study. It starts with the summary of the study and then proceeds to the main 

conclusions of the study before recommendations for policy and actions are offered. 

The chapter contains several subsections; i.e. section 6.2 which provides the 

summary of the study, section 6.3 which provides the main findings of the study, 

section 6.4 which provides the main conclusion of the study, and section 6.5 which 

provides the recommendations of the study. 

6.2 Summary of the Study 

This study was conducted to assess the impact of marketing mix strategies on patient 

satisfaction in the public hospitals in Tanzania.  Specifically, the study was 

conducted to: 

1. To determine the effect of health distribution strategy on patients satisfaction 

at care and treatment center in Dodoma Regional Hospital.  

2. To determine the effect of process strategy on patients satisfaction at care 

and treatment center in Dodoma Regional Hospital.  

3. To assess the effect of personnel strategy on patients satisfaction at care and 

treatment center in Dodoma Regional Hospital.  

The study was conducted in public health facility in Dodoma City. The selection of 

the study area followed from the fact that patients face challenges in the fulfillment 

of expectation on the health services delivered to them. Dodoma is currently 

experiencing an increase in the population of people while the number of health 

facilities is not at increase. The data collected were analyzed quantitatively using the 

Statistical Package for Social Sciences. 

Generally, the study found that, patients‟ satisfaction towards service provider – 

patient communication at care and treatment unit (PS3) was observed to be 

significantly positive influenced by health process strategy (HPS) ( 0.755, 

p<0.001) and health personnel strategy (PES) ( 0.228, p=0.006). It was noted 
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that marketing mix strategies explained about 39% of the variability of the patients‟ 

satisfaction towards service provider – patient communication at care and treatment 

unit (R
2
=0.388).  

Further analysis of the study findings leads to the conclusion that the practices and 

behavior of the staff employed in the health unit have a bearing on the satisfaction of 

the customers who visit the unit.  

The health distribution strategy (HDS) ( 0.021, p=0.478) was not a significant 

predictor of patients‟ satisfaction towards the service provided. No significant 

influence of health distribution strategy (HDS) ( -0.007, p=0.606) and health 

personnel strategy (HPES) ( 0.17, p=0.133) on patients‟ satisfaction toward 

quality of care provided at care and treatment unit was observed. The R
2
 of for PS1 

was 0.388, which implies that the three components of marketing mix strategies 

included in the model all altogether explain about 39 % of the variability of the 

patients‟ satisfaction toward quality of care provided at care and treatment unit. The 

influence of health distribution strategy (HDS) ( -0.058, p=0.473) and health 

personnel strategy (PES) ( 0.172, p=0.32) on patients‟ satisfaction towards 

systems and processes at the care and treatment unit was not significant.  

The R
2
 of the model was 0.94, which implies that the included variable of marketing 

mix strategies accounted for 94% of the information about patients‟ satisfaction 

towards systems and processes at the care and treatment unit. Patients‟ experience to 

the services offered at a hospital is related to the provision of services regularly to 

generate positive expectation in the use of health care services. This is important to 

attract more customers and others tend to shift to other places. 

People west time seeking services in distant places and others get more weakened, 

or lose life as they travel a distant area. The distribution of health services is affected 

by various factors which are ranged to patients, government and health care staffs.  

The effect of process strategy on patients‟ satisfaction at care and treatment center in 

Dodoma Regional Hospital is defined by three factors and revealed that a unit 

increase in health process strategy is associated with an increase of patients‟ 
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satisfaction toward quality of care provided at care and treatment unit by 1.257 unit. 

The literature has emphasized that the availability of crucial processes keeps being a 

problem in many public health facilities in Tanzania. Reading through the findings 

of this study, one would conclude that the practices and behavior of the staff 

employed in the health unit have a bearing on the satisfaction of the customers who 

visit the unit.  

This being the case, the authorities responsible need to regulate the practices and 

behaviors of the health personnel to achieve the overarching goals of achieving 

customers‟ satisfaction. This is possible through establishing policies and good 

management of the employees in a unit.  

6.3 Conclusion 

Three conclusions are drawn in this study based on the three research hypotheses 

that this study sought to confirm.  

First, the study has confirmed that health distribution strategy (HDS) ( 0.021, 

p=0.478) is not a significant predictor of patients‟ satisfaction towards the service 

provider. No significant influence of health distribution strategy (HDS) ( -0.007, 

p=0.606) and health personnel strategy (HPES) ( 0.17, p=0.133) on patients‟ 

satisfaction toward the quality of care provided at care and treatment unit was 

observed. But as per literature and research done there is a need to improve on 

health distribution though this study found not being predictor of patient‟s 

satisfaction. Evenly distribution of health facilities in the region will reduce 

movement of people to places with health facilities hence reducing time wasted 

going to seek medical attention. Availability of health facilities indirectly will 

improve economic status of the people as they will be treated timely when they fall 

sick and use more time in economic activities. One pillar of success is a good health  

Second, the study confirms that health process strategy has significant influence on 

patients‟ satisfaction at care and treatment center in Dodoma Regional Hospital. The 

analysis further revealed that a unit increase in health process strategy is associated 

with an increase of patients‟ satisfaction toward quality of care provided at care and 

treatment unit by 1.257 unit. 
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Process involves all the necessary steps the patients undertakes from entering the 

facility for medical care up to the last step going home. If the hospital has so many 

steps to be undertaken it means patients will consume much of their time at the 

hospital and this leads to dissatisfaction with the services. From the results it seen 

that whenever the health process is improved it is associated with increase in patient 

satisfaction, this calls for the hospital management to review the process in health 

delivery through quality improvement approach to eliminate all the unnecessary 

steps or the work on the rate limiting steps for easy service delivery and hence 

customer satisfaction. Satisfied customers will always come back to the same 

facility for medical care and will talk good things for the facility. It is important also 

to improve privacy when attending patients as this will make the patient comfortable 

to speak freely.  

And lastly, the study confirms that patients‟ satisfaction towards service provider – 

patient communication at care and treatment unit (PS3) was observed to be 

significantly positive influenced by health process strategy (HPS) ( 0.755, 

p<0.001) and health personnel strategy (PES) ( 0.228, p=0.006). It was noted 

that marketing mix strategies explained about 39% of the variability of the patients‟ 

satisfaction towards service provider – patient communication at care and treatment 

unit (R
2
=0.388). 

Health Personnel behavior, health care competent and speedy responsiveness of staff 

have a direct influence on patient satisfaction. It‟s of good practice if staff are 

responsive in service delivery despite the fact that many hospitals are facing 

shortage of service provider. There should be continuous learning of service 

provider as every day the medical knowledge is expanding and new diagnostic 

instruments are inverted, expansion of medical knowledge go hand in hand with 

introduction of new diseases with different presentation and characteristics.  

6.4 Recommendations of the Study 

6.4.1 Recommendations for Policy 

Since this study found that the process strategies and health personnel strategies, 

especially their behavior and practices and affect customers‟ satisfaction, there is a 

need to: 
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 Process strategy includes on how patients are spending time at the facility, 

means of customers providing feedback and confidentiality during treatment. 

Health facility management need to focus on how they can reduce patient 

waiting time at the facilities, meaning that the time spent by a patient until 

being attended need to be looked on by ensuring that provision of services 

starts early and there should be enough medical personnel to provide 

services. Also every facility need to have customer feedback mechanisms so 

that the management can know what are the needs of their customers, which 

areas need to be improved in the process of providing health services. Lastly 

but not least there should be improved confidentiality and privacy in the 

whole process of service delivery, every service delivery points should be 

designed in a such a way that customers feel comfortable to talk freely with 

health personnel and give out all his/her concerns so that comprehensive 

treatment can be provided. 

 

 Health personnel strategies involves competent health care providers, speedy 

responsiveness of staff, provider –patient communication and dignity and 

respect during service provision. There is a need for government to provide 

in service training to health care workers but also to re-emphasize on 

continuous medical education which is usually done at the facilities. If this is 

done it will not only make health care workers competent and be equipped 

with updated knowledge on how to manage patient but it will improve also 

their communication skills as provider-patient communication has positive 

effect on customer satisfaction. Responsiveness can be defined as 

willingness to help customers and provide prompt services, this is measured 

by the time wasted while the customers awaits the assistance in terms of 

being attended or answered questions. There is need for every hospital to 

have a clear structure through which customer‟s needs in terms of assistance 

can be channeled. There can be a special person for example wearing a 

sticker with words “ask me” this will help in facilitating to address patients 

concerns timely. Every client need to be treated with dignity and respect as 

this is evidenced as a contributor of patient satisfaction continuous medical 
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education again is very important to health care providers to ensure that 

respect and dignity is observed.  

 

 Although health distribution strategy had no positive influence on patient 

satisfaction it important for the policy makers to ensure that service is 

available even in rural areas also. This can be done by initiating outreach 

services in those areas but also having e health system where by health 

information and education can be disseminated to people. Convenient 

opening hours of health facility need to be addressed.  

6.4.2 Recommendations for Further Research  

The scope of the current research was limited to a single hospital, which is located in 

town area. Therefore, there is a need to: 

 Conduct a reach that would cover a large scope, particularly in the rural areas 

where the socio-economic characteristics of the people are lower than the 

sample used. 

 Further research is required to understand how marketing mix strategies 

affect patients‟ satisfaction in the decentralized health services  

 Since health personnel patient‟s communication is said to influence patients‟ 

satisfaction, there is a need to conduct a research to understand the capacity 

of the health personnel to communicate with the people of different 

characteristics in in the health sector 

 The findings of the current study are limited to public hospitals; there is a 

need to conduct a similar study that would involve private hospitals. 
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APPENDICES 

QUESTIONNAIRE TO PATIENTS  

Dear respondent,  

This study focused on the impact of marketing mix strategies on patient satisfaction 

in public hospitals in Tanzania. Please you are requested to assist the undersigned 

student who currently undertake a Mater Degree program. The response which you 

will provide will be used a source of information for this study which is fully for 

academic purpose only.  

Student Name:……………………….    Date…………….. 

 

INSTRUCTION:  

Please read the question provided below and fill the blanks provided by putting a 

tick  (√) 

PART 1: Demographic characteristics of respondents  

a) Sex  

Male            (    ) 

Female         (    ) 

b)       Education level   

No formal education (    ) 

Adult education   (   ) 

Primary education (     ) 

            Secondary education  

 Tertiary       (     ) 

c)         Age group of respondents  

 15-20 years (  ) 
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            21-30 year (   ) 

 31-40 years (   ) 

 41-50 years (   ) 

            51 years and above 

a) Marital status  

Married  (    ) 

Widow/widower (   ) 

Divorced/separated (   ) 

Single   (   ) 

Cohabitation (    ) 

PART II: STUDY QUESTIONS:  

I: THE EFFECT OF HEALTH DISTRIBUTION STRATEGY ON PATIENTS 

SATISFACTION 

QUESTION 1: To what extent do you agree with the following statements on 

distribution strategy and patients satisfaction? On a scale of 1 to 5 where 1=strongly 

agree, 2=agree, 3, = Neutral 4=Disagree; 5=Strongly Disagree 

Statement  Strongly  

Agree 

agree Neutral  disagree Strongly 

disagree 

Healing center 

administration 

employments flowcharts 

or graphs which depict 

the steps and exercises 

required to provide my 

wellbeing administrations  

     

Within the healing center 

there's continuously a 

helpful 
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 Opening hours in our 

outpatient clinics at the 

clinic 

The healing center 

administration 

employments portable 

clinics to get to my 

wellbeing administrations 

to rural areas 

     

The clinic administration 

utilizes electronic 

dispersion 

 channels such as e-health 

to disseminate my 

wellbeing instruction to 

my society 
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II: THE EFFECT OF HEALTH PROCESS STRATEGY ON PATIENTS 

SATISFACTION 

QUESTION 2: To what extent do you agree with the following statements on 

process strategy and patient‟s satisfaction? On a scale of 1 to 5 where 1=strongly 

agree, 2=agree, 3= Neutral, 4=Disagree; 5=Strongly Disagree 

 

 

Statement  Strongly  

Agree 

agre

e 

Neutra

l  

disagre

e 

Strongly 

disagree 

In my hospital there is a short 

waiting period of not more 

than an hour in accessing my 

health service 

     

In my hospital there is  

Customers feedback in order 

to improve my service  

     

In my hospital there is no 

delay in providing my health 

services  

     

In my hospital there is a 

confidentiality and privacy 

during my treatment 
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III:  THE EFFECT OF HEALTH PERSONNEL STRATEGY ON PATIENTS 

SATISFACTION 

QUESTION 3: To what extent do you agree with the following statements on 

personnel strategy and patient‟s satisfaction? On a scale of 1 to 5 where 1=strongly 

agree, 2=agree, 3 = Neutral 4=Disagree; 5=Strongly Disagree 

Statement  Strongly 

agree  

Agree  Neutral  Disagree  Strongly 

disagree  

I am satisfied with 

responsiveness in 

service delivery  

     

I am satisfied with 

dignity and respect 

when  get treated 

     

I am satisfied with staff 

health knowledge they 

possesses 

     

I am satisfied with the 

quality of my service  
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IV PATIENT SATISFACTION QUESTIONS 

To what extent do you agree with the following statements on patient‟s satisfaction? 

On a scale of 1 to 5 where 1=strongly agree, 2=agree, 3= Neutral, 4=Disagree; 

5=Strongly Disagree 

Statement  Strongly 

agree  

Agree  Neutral  Disagree  Strongly 

disagree  

The health care issue 

that brought me to the 

hospital was addressed 

to my satisfaction 

     

Overall I was pleased 

with the service I 

received from care and 

treatment unit at general 

hospital 

     

I would speak positively 

of care and treatment 

center at general 

Hospital to my family 

and friends 

     

Staff at care and 

treatment has given me 

proper medications as 

prescribed 

     

Staff at Care and 

treatment has good 

communication and 

information skills. 

     

I felt my concerns were 

heard, and I received 

answers to my questions 

     

I was cared for promptly      
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at the care and treatment 

center 

Where fees applied I 

was informed of them in 

advance 

     

Whenever I have  

laboratory results are 

given timely 

     

The service/care 

provided was valuable 

to improving my health. 

     

The educational 

information I received 

was helpful. 
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Consent to take part in research 

 “The Impact of markerting mix strategies on patient satisfaction in Public 

hospitals in Tanzania” 

 I………………………………………(initials not full name) voluntarily 

agree to participate in this research study. 

 I understand that even if I agree to participate now, I can withdraw at any 

time or refuse to answer any question without any consequences of any kind. 

 I understand that I can withdraw permission to use data from my interview 

within two weeks after the interview, in which case the material will be 

deleted. 

  I have had the purpose and nature of the study explained to me and I have 

had the opportunity to ask questions about the study. 

 I understand that I will not benefit directly from participating in this research. 

 I understand that all information I provide for this study will be treated 

confidentially. 

  I understand that in any report on the results of this research my identity will 

remain anonymous. 

 This will be done by changing my name and disguising any details of my 

interview which may reveal my identity or the identity of people I speak 

about. 

 I understand that I am free to contact any of the people involved in the 

research to seek further clarification and information. 

..................................................                                         .................................. 

Signature of participant                                                         Date 

.............................................. 

Signature of researcher 

I believe the participant is giving informed consent to participate in this study 

 


